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HAPPY.tR1~HDAY IRCA
***********************************************************************

*************************************************************t*********

NEW MEMBER: Edward Trower of Alhambra CA. RENEWALS: Ron Musco
of Poquonock CT, Timothy Noonan of Madison WI, David Reitz of Louisville
KY, Alben Gordon of Del Mar CA, Wes Weathers of Lancaster CA. Welcome
To Edward And Thank You All Very Much. You make it go..................................
***********************************************************************

IN THIS ISSUE: DX Test 2, DX Worldwide West 3, DX Worldwide West

Extra 4, DX Worldwide East 5, Western DX Roundup 6, Central DX Rou
ndup 9, Eastern DX Roundup ll, Western DX Forum 15, Chiapas Libre.....
17 (take a look at this item), Eastern DX Forum 18, Verification Signers 22,
Sportschannels IRCA 23, -Technical- Ultralinear Amplifiers 26, Back Page........
***********************************************************************

FROM THE DESK OF THE PUBLISHER: The copy center has been having
trouble running the colored front page, to much moisture in the air. No members
addres.o; list in this issue I did not have time to finish it. Down the road two or
three issues you will have an address list. Get ready for the election of officers
in the mCA. All the information will be published in the March 25th DXM. Be
sure to choose wisely and be sure to vote. I noticed from a item in the March
issue of ASWLC that the Danish Shortwave Club is having money problems. It
looks like the publishers may need to do more of the work. Paying the printer to
do all the work could put you out of business which it has done. The mCA is
in decent shape with no dues increase for the rest of this volume. The folks that
run the postal service are going to raise international rates soon, lets keep our fin
gers crossed that it is only a few pennies. I guess it is ok to put an intra here-
Joined the mCA in the late 60's, dropped out of club for 3 or 4 years in the 80'
s. Main receivers here are a modified NRD - 525, Collins 5lJ - 4, HQ - 180, 2010,
and a few others. Antennas - 80 foot noise cancelling longwire. Cannot use my
box loop because I live in a mobile home. That will change soon when I build
my all woOd DX shack with a 16 foot long 4 foot wide bench and a very nice
36 inch box loop on top of the shack controlled from inside the shack. Sounds
good. Happy Birthday mCA. 73 Ralph the Pub...........................................................
***********************************************************************
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DX TEST BULLETIN
.. DX TESTS ARRANGED BY IRCA & NRC ..

MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1995 - KWOC.930.POPLARBLUFF.MO WILLCONDUCTA DX TEST BE1WEEN2:00 & 2:30
AM EST. THE TEST WILL INCLUDE MORSE CODE m's. VOICE JD'S & POSSIBLY SOME 'SPECIAI.: MUSIC THE
FIRST 15 MINUTES OF THE TEST WILL BE CONDUCTED ON A 5 KW DAYTIME PATTERN. AND THE LAST 15
MINUTES OF THE TEST WILL BE CONDUCfED ON A 5 KW NIGHTI1ME PATTERN. RECEPTION REPORTS MAYBE
SENT TO: MR. DAVE OBERGOENNER . DIRECIOR OF ENGINEERJ.NG, clo KZIM.AM RADIO. P.O. BOX 1610, CAPE
GlRARDEAU. MO 63702. (ARRANGED BY JD. STEPHENS roR THE !RCA CPC)

""""" ...

MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1995. WTMT-620, 162 WEST BROADWAY, LOUISVILLE, KY 40202 WILL CONDUCT A DX
TEST BFIWEEN 1:00 &. 1:30 AM EST. THE TEST WILL INQ.UDE MORSE CODE m's. VOICE m's. TEST TONES &
POLKAS. RECEPTION REPORTS MAY BE SENT TO: MR. A. DEAN TAYLOR (KD4MDN) . PROGRAM DIRECTOR..
(ARRANGED BY J,D. STEPHENS FOR THE!RCA CPC)
... ... ... .., """"""'" """"'" .. .
MONDAY, MARCH 20,1995. KSIM.I400. SIKESTON, MO WILL CONDUCT A DX TEST BFIWEEN 1:00 &. 1:30 AM
EST. THE TEST WILL INa.UDE MORSE CODE JD'S. VOICE m's &. POSSmL Y SOME 'SPECIAL' MUSIc. RECEPTION
REPORTS MAYBE SENT TO: MR. DA VE OBERGOENNER . DIRECI'OR OF ENGINEERING, clo KZIM.AM RADIO. P.O.
BOX 1610, CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63702. (ARRANGED BY JD. STEPHENS FOR THE !RCA CPC)
... ,... ... ... m...
MONDAY, MARCH 20, 1995 - WZEP.I460, P.O. BOX 627, DEFlJNIAK SPRINGS,FE 31433 WILLCONDUCTA DX
TEST BFIWEEN 4:00 &.4:45 AM EST. THE TEST WILL INQ.UDE TEST TONES, MORSE COOE m's. VOICE m's &
POSSmL Y SOME MUSIC. FROM 4:00 TO 4:30 AM, POWER WILL BE 5 KW NONDlREcnONAL, AND FROM 4:30 TO
4:45, POWER WILL BE 186 WATIS. RECEPTION REPORTS MAYBE SENT TO: MIl. ART PEES . OWNER & GENERAL
MANAGER. (ARRANGED BY LEE FRESHWATER FOR THE!RCA CPC)

o... n ..u. .u... 0" ... on ... 000..
SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 1995. KVAK-1230,P.O. BOX 367, VALDEZ, AK 99686 WILL CONDUCTA DX TEST
BFIWEEN 4:30 &.5:00 AM EST. THE TEST WILL INQ.UDE TEST TONES, MORSECODE m's, AND VOICE \D'S.
RECEPTION REPORTS MAY BE SENT TO: MR. PAT LYNN 0 GENERAL MANAGER. (ARRANGED BY JD. STEPHENS
FOR THE !RCA CPC)
. ...n..... ... """""""""" -. 0""""", .......--
SATURDAY, APRIL I, 1995 . RADIO VISION CRJSTlANA.535, sourn CAJCOS, TURKS AND CAJCOS ISLANDS
WILL CONDUCT A RESCHEDULED DX TEST BFIWEEN 2:00 &. 4:00 AM EST. THE TEST WILL INQ.UDE BOTH
CONTEMPORARY AND JAZZ MUSIC, MORSE CODE, TEST TONES, AND VOICE m's. RECEPTION REPORTS MAYBE
SENT TO: MR. BOB JANNEY (KMNYO) . CHIEF ENGINEER. do WWRV.AM, P.O. BOX 2908, PATERSON, NJ 07509-2908.
(ARRANGED BY JD. STEPHENS FOR THE !RCA CPC)

""""""""""'0"""""""""""""'0"""""""'""'"

MONDAY, APRIL 3, 1995 - KWEY.1590, P.O. BOX 587. WEATHERFORD, OK 73096 WILL CONDUCT A
RESCHEDULED DX TEST BFIWEEN 1:00 &; 1:30 AM EST. THE TEST WILL INCLUDE MORSE COOE, VOICE m's, AND
AN UNSPECIFIED SELECTION OF MUSIc. RECEPTION REPORTS MAY BE SENT TO: MIl. RAY BAGBY. CHlEF
ENGINEER. (ARRANGED BY JD. STEPHENS FOR THE!RCA CPC)
0.. . .. . "...0... ..0
SATURDAY, APRIL I, 1995 . WWOL.780, 1263 WEST MAIN, FOREST CITY, NC 28043 WILL CONDUCT A
RESCHEDULEDDX TESTBFIWEEN 3:00&.4:00 AMEST.THETESTWILLINQ.UDEVOICEm'S, MORSECODEm's.
& MARCH MUSIc. POWER WD.L BE 10 KW USING A NONDIREC110NALANTENNAPATfERN. RECEPTION
REPORTSMAY BE SENTTO: MR. JUUUS BLAi'ITONENGINEER.(ARRANGEDBY JD. STEPHENSFORTHE !RCA
CPC)

0", .
MONDAY, APRIL 10, 1995 . KGYN-1210, P.O. BOX 130, GUYMON, OK 73942 WILL CONDUCT A RESCHEDULED
DX TEST BFIWEEN 2:00 & 2:30 AM EST, THE TEST WILL INCLUDE VOICE m's AND MORSE CODE m's. POWER
WD.L BE 10KW, RECEPTION REPORTS MAYBE SENT TO: MR. BILL WELDON. (ARRANGED BY JD. STEPHENS FOR
THE !RCA CPC)

"'0

IRCA Almanac Updaters 5.6 and 5.7 Are Now Available!
Two new updalers 10 the IRCA AM.FM ALMANAC are now available from Ihe IRCA BookslOre

Updaler 56 fealures the most complete lisling of Travelers Infonnalion Sial ions (TIS) ever produced
The 32.page listing includes every known TIS station in the US and Canada between 530 and 1710 kHz

and even some on FM Updater 5.6 also includes the FCC Allolment Lisl for slalions assIgned 10 the
new expanded AM band, 1610 to ]700 kHz Slations are listed by new frequency. old frequency, and
City/slate Those who DX Ihe band from 1600-1710 kHz will find this reference indispensable

Updater 5 7 fealures a complele 42-page AM and FM Slallon slogan list. plus COtTentsialion lisls for
Ihe Tom Leykis, David Brenner, Pal Buchanan, and Larry King talk shows

Special prices for these two updalers $3 each in the US and Canada, S4 elsewhere Order eilher or
both updalers from Ihe IRCA BookslOre, by sending the COtTeCIamount (in US funds) 10.

IRCABookstore, 9705 Mary N,W., SeaWe, WA 98117-2334, Thank you!
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DX Worldwide.. West
PAT MARTIN PO BOX 843 SEASIDE. OR 97138

Timet: UTC Phonet (503) 861-3185
DEADLINE: MONDAYS

----------

j

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY IRCA!!! Another year older and doin
.
g great! Had a are~t

time on my vacation to LA. I even picked up a OSL on the way back! Report9

- thi9 week from Jack Woods. Shawn Axelrod. and Larry Godwin. So away we go,

PAN-AMERICAN DX ROUNDUP

540 MEXICO. Monterrey-XEWA IDed in EE at 0822 2/11. Woman gave call ID
along with one for at least one other station and added "We are the
kings of the road," (LG-MT)
CUBA. Haban~-Radio Reloj 2/19 usual format w/good signals, format
of nx and RR Morse Code Beeps at 1047. (VAL-DX)
MEXICO. Fresnillo-XEYQ 2/19 0420 fair signals with lots of XE fast

paced mx and many ments of Fresnillo. New for both of us. (VAL-DX)
MEXICO. Fresnillo-XEIH-2/19 at 0540 fair to good signals, no sign

of Colombian at all this night, hrd with Ranchero mx and lots of
Laser Bursts between songs and 5S talk. New for both of us.(VAL-DXI
~~xT~O. Mexico DF-XEEP 2/19 0541 Good signals on top of all sta-
tions w/Clas. mx and 5S talk. (VAL-DX)

MEXICO, UNID, prob. XEFAJ-Mexico DF-tearing up Bakersfield and
WPAD with Latin mx. alot of SS talk. but no IDs. at 0410 2/1~.(PH)

COLOMBIA, Mercaderes-MER be~con very strong w/Morse Code at 0825
2/11. This one will get out even after the expanded band fills
up. (LG-MT)
BRAZIL. Carajas-CRJ beacon weak w/Morse Code ID at 2259 2/7. (LG-MT)

640

770

10"",

1560

1685

1700

153

TRANS-PACIFIC DX ROUNDUP

180

234

550

850
594
657

UNIDS

183

RUSSIA. Romsomolsk-FE 2/6 1306 poor wIman and woman in RR, appar-
ently nx (JW-OR)

tRU5SIA. Petropavlosk-FE fair het. some audio. not readable at 1108

~JW-OR)
RUSSIA. Arman-FE poor w/RR talk 11153 at 1308 2/6. (JW-OR)

HAWAII. Wailuku-RMVI fair to good wlTop 40, ID on the hour into
~dio nx 2/13 1200. (JW-OR)
HAWAII, Hilo-RHLO-2/12 1110-good w/C&W over ROA talk (JW-OR)
JAPAN, Tokyo-JOAR 2/6 1404 fair wIman in nx in JJ (JW-OR)

tNORTH ROREA.Rangnam-2/10 1231 poor to fair wiman in Asian lang.
presumed RR wl1500 RW per WRTH. IJW-OR)

St~tion ~,'19 0620 w/very poor signals. w/traces of audio, but
could not make out language, This is not a normal freg. an image

maybe? (VAL-DX)

VIIL-DX

THANRS TO THESE REPORTERS

I,G-HT

JW-OR

PM-OR

SHAWN AXELROD-3D BECONTREE BAY-WINNIPEG MB R2N 2X9 (CANADA)
DKinq with W~yne McRae at ValhallaBeach.MBw/2 ICOH R709.
filter mods and plam board9-9 LWs or Beverages.
LIIRRYGODWIN-2390 CLYDES DALE LIINE-MISSOULII,HT 59801
HammarlundHO-150. Sanserinoair-corebox loop
JACK WOODS-POSTOFFICE BOX 1003-WIILDPORT.OR 97394
Lowe HF-225 w/ALN-l outdoor untuned loop
YOUR EDITOR
Drake R8 w/1500' East Beverage. Ground system, TUN4 unit
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K~~orts from Jack Woods and Stephen Jarvis were receIved at the last mInute.
Tne report from Stephen JarvIs is from his yearly trIp to Oanu, HawaiI.

TRANS-PACIfIC DX ROUNDUP

RUSSIA, Komsomolsk,fE2/25 at 1241. Poor w/inst. loX, woman speaking
in RR (JI'-OR)
RUSSIA, Belogursk-2/25 at 1245. Poor w/inst. lOXII 153 (JI'-OR)
RUSSIA, Arman-2/23 1142. Poor wlRR talk (JI'-OR)

WESTERN SAMOA, Apia-2AP 2/15 at 0832 lOX program w/good signalISV-HI)
tAUSTRALIA, Brisbane-4QR? 2/15 at 1015 EE Pop lOX w/ancr that was hard
to make out, but sounded EE, some KIPA splash, bad het. (SJ-HI)

tJAPAN, Obihiro-JOOG?-2/15 1020 Asian lOX that was Opera style,sounded

JJ, not sure. (SJ-HI) IStepnen: JOOG is on 603. What you probably
hrd was :;. Korea, whicb is common here. PM)
JAPA~, Tokyo-JUAB 2/23 1148 Good wiman speaking JJ (JW-OR)
JAPAN, NHK synchros JOFB/JOKD 2/16 at 1009, opera type solos w/JJ
talk, alot of interference. (SJ-HI)

tPHILIPPINES, Asian talk faded up for a couple of minutes, sounded
Tagalog, very weak. (SJ-HI)
JAPAN, Nagoya-JOCK 2/16 at 1007 weak JJ lang (SJ-HI)
TAHITI, Papeete-2/15 at 1036 FF lang. talk program w/2 men and one
woman, occ. pop loX in Ff. Time pips on hr, news and ads?, signal
was weak but clear. (SJ-HI)

JAPAN, Sapporo-JOIB 2/16 at 1003 w/EE lang. lessons,strong (SJ-HI)
+Also noted 2/23 1207 Fair wlwoman in JJ //693 (JW-OR)
WESTERN SAMOA, Apia-2AP 2/15 at 0835 Pop loX program 2 w/sign off
in EE and anthem at 0850. very strong (SJ-HI)
JAPAN. Akita-JOUB 2/15 at 0855. EE lang lesson at hour after time
pips. Signal medium and clear ISJ-HI)
tJAPAN. 2/15 at 0911 Asian lang. station that I could not make out
under KHLO splash. Signal was fairly strong. asian talk (SJ-HI)
JAPAN, Tokyo-JOKR 2/24 1231 Fair w/fast JJ talk-Commercialstat.(JW)
TONGA. very strong with woman ancr in presumed Tonga. Island loX

at 0910 on 2/27. (PM-OR)
JAPAN, Tokyo-JOLf 2/15 at 1100 time pips and talk in JJ by two
men. medium signal. bad static. Also Z/16 at 0818 JJ talk and loX
voice overs poss. ads. weak ISJ-HI)
JAPAN, Sendai-JOIR-2/15 at 0930, JJ DJs w/US and JJ pops.ads. jingles

signal medium and clear. ISJ-HI)
tAUSTRALIA? 2/15 at 1001 talk in accented EE wlnx, very weak Tokyo
ment. ISJ-HI)

JAPAN. Sapporo-JOWf-2/16 at 0937, JJ commercial station w/talk and
occasional pop song and canned jingle and ID? at 0949. Time pips on
the hr. YL DJ (SJ-HI)

UNID. 2/16 at 0935 man in EE w/end of program went off the air at
0937. ISJ-HI) IMicronesia?PM)
RUSSIA. Vladivostok-2/16 0912 Pop loX and local program w/canned ads
and jingles in RR. YL DJ w/program info at 0922/0930 (SJ-HI)
AUSTRALIA. Emerald-4QD 2/15 at 1108 accented EE w/interview already

hrd on last trip, also 2/16 at 1026 w/talk f;how and ABC News. Weak
in and out. (SJ-HI)

MARSHALL ISLANDS, 2/16 at 0838 pop loXand t"lk over and under an-
other station on freq. Again w/mx at 1023. 'ery weak and hard to
understand. (SJ-HI)

JAPAN. NHK Synchros-JOQB or JOTB 2/16 at 08~5 w/EE lang. lessons
at hr. Medium signal. (SJ-HI)
JAPAN 2/16 090i low powered station w/good signal and language
lessons. not sure of what station listed in WRTH. As strong as
1593 station. ISJ-HI)

THANKS TO THESE REPORTERS

SJ-HI STEPHEN JARVIS-133 PARK .4-LONG BEACH, CA 90803

DXlng wIth Sony 2010 .at beach at Makaha, Oahu, HawaiI
JACK WOODS-PO BOX 1003-WALDPORT. OR 97394

Lowe Europa receiver, ALN-l Outdoor Loop
YOUR EDITOR

Drake R8. term. 200' SW wire, Ground system

JW-OR

PM-OR

"\

153

189
234

540
612

657

693
702

711

729
738

747

774

846

r 954
1017

I
1242

1260

1332

1440

1449

1476

1548

1557

1593

1602



DX-WORLDWIDE
EAST

EDITOR: Jim Hall, 3176 Cheltenham Ct., Gibsonia PA 15044-8435 USA

A very small offering this week; thanks to Randy there Is a column this
issue. Last week's absence of DXWW-Ewas due to no reports by the deadline. Randy
conrnented that conditions have been pretty lousy for foreign DX of late, with only
snort-skip being viable. Here Is Randy's lone Interesting entry this time:

f~!!-~!H~lf~!!~ ~ !

957.0 CUBA R, Reloj 0250 2/13 Guantanamooutlet from 960 presumed the one
off-freq. w/usual Reloj c1ock-tlcks-and-SS-nxcasters fonnet 1/760. Instead
of usual "R-R" In Morse code each minute. there was a 3 or 4-note melody
on a gong. This was gone (beck on freq?) when checked two days later.
New one for me, (St_rt-HO)

CREDIT:

(Stewart-HO) RANDYSTEWART4225 W, La Casa- SpringfIeld, Hissouri 65802-5625
(Yaesu FRG-l00B & 15" Sanserlno box loop)

THE
DX'PEDITION
HANDBOOK

"TheDX'Pedition/Handbodk.e.e,e

is simply all you need to ,plan your next
DX'pedition. :S8~95to 'NRqlRCA
members,S12.95tonon-members.
Order from 'NRCPublications-iBox 164-'Mannsville.NY

13661. "NYorders. please add AleS"tax.

IRCAAlmanac Updaters 5.6 and 5.7 Are Now Available!
Two new updaters to the (RCA AM-FM ALMANAC are now available from the (RCA

Bookstore

Updater 5.6 feature. the most complete listing of Travelers Information Stations (TIS, ever
produced The 32-pa~e listing includes every known TIS station in the US and Canada between
530 and 1710 kHz and even some on FM Updater 5.6 also includes the FCC Allotment List for
stations assi!l11edto tht new expanded AM band. 1610 to 1700 kHz Stations are listed by new
frequency. old frequency. and citv/state Those who DX the band from 1600-1710 kHz will find
this reference indispensable

Updater 5 7 features a complete 42-page AM and FM station slogan list. plus current station lasts
for the Tom Leykis. David Brenner. Pat Buchanan. and Larry King talk shows

Special prices for these two updaters $3 each in the US and Canada. $4 elsewhere Order either
or both updaters from the (RCA Bookstore. by sending the correct amount (in US funds) to

IRCA Bookstore, 9705 Mary N.W., Seattle, WA 98117-2334, Thank you!

f
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A
WES-!".I:aIN DX

Nancy Hardy
2301 Pacific Avenue
Aberdeen, WA 98520-4527

ROUNDUP*PRODIGY
FMFT21B

- u_-_u- --_uu --- u_------------------------------------

Electronic Mail: 73201.2263@CompuServe.com, Prodigy FMFT21B, or
NancyHardY@AOLcom. E-Mail deadline: 6pm Mondays.

WDXR DEADLINES Mon- March 20, Mon. April3. Mon. April24, Mon. May 22. Mon. June 26,
Mon. July 24- Please use Eastern Time-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
REPORTERS FOR THIS ANNIVERSARY ISSUE:

(FA) Frank Aden-4096 Marcia Place-Boise. 10 83704
Modified Yaesu FRG-7, modified Radio Shack TRF. Sony SRF-42 AM stereo
Walkman, 45' longwire N-S, 180' L-Iongwire, 4 foot box loop

(LG) Larry Godwin-2390 Clydes Dale Lane-Missoula, MT 59801
Hammarlund HQ-150. Sanserino air-core box loop & KlWA loop

(HLH) Harry Helms-7445 Andasol St.-San Diego, CA 92126
Drake R8. Hammarlund HQ150. two-foot Sanserino loop

(GJ) Gary Jackson-7735 Center Parkway-Sacramento. CA 95823
FRG 8800, KIWA loop

(PM) Patrick Martin-P.O. Box 843-Seaside, OR 971~3
Drake R8, 2000' NNW Beverage, 1500' E Beverage. terminated 200' SW wire

(CM) Curtis McMenami~7 Corte Castro-Vacaville. CA 95688
Sony ICF-2010, Radio West loop

(RJO) Rod O'Connor-P.O. Box 3488-Kodiak. AK 99615-3488
GE Superadio with 4' loop

(AWP) Art Peterson-851 31st Street-Richmond. CA 94804
FRG-7 with mach. filters. Bendix MN-26C, Radio West loop

(MS) Mike Sanburn-P.O. Box 1256-Bellflower, CA 90707
GE Superadio

(MS-CA 1) DX'ing from Palm Springs. CA
(OS) Dan Sys-27423 32nd Avenue-Aldergrove. BC V4W 3J3
(PT) Pete Taylor-2614 Jackson St.-San Franctsco, CA 94115-1123

(PT-CA1) Vacationing in Brockway, CA (North Shore. Lake Tahoe)
Sony ICF-2010 and Palomarloop

(RW) Robert Wlen-1309 Dentwood Dr-San Jose. CA 95118
GE Superadlo II, GE long-range portable, SM-2.............................................................................

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

1090 KlNF WA. Seattle 2/191100 noted with new calls, no change in format 10 "The News
Statlon...News 1090 KINF_" Into AP network news- Ex-KING- (DS-BC)

1250 KQYN ~,Twentynlne Palms 2/11 1305 ex-KOHl, noted with Q-Rock slogans Rock
music by Eagles, Aerosmith, Dooble Brothers, Enc Clapton etc- Spot for Sears
10 at 1328: "'he Morongo Basin's only Quality Rock, Q-Rock 1250 AM"
(MS-CA1).............................................................................

610 KRTA OR. Medford 2/50400 good signal mixingwith KFRC with Spanish programming-
Ex-KYJC (DS-BC)

620 KOTK QB, Portland 2/6 2230 discovered new calls and new talk format, ex-KINK (OS)
+2/200800 ex-KINK in with call 10, per tip In DXM (LG-MT)

700 KVRG ~,Soledad ex-KSUR was the one I reported In error as KGRV In 2/18/95
WDXR 2/20 strong with Spanish programthen 10 by man "KBRG-FM Seaside,
KVRG-AM Soledad, estaclones de la Cadena Super-estrella" (LG-MT)

'0



11190 KXBT

I 1260 KICN

830 KPLS ~. Orange 2/8 0720 good signal with "Radio Aahs" programming. local weather.
newscast at 0730 read by a kid. Lost to CKKY. (DS-BC)

950 KMTX MT. Helena 2/19 0945 fair In KJR null. Noted with new satellite C&W format ID's
"Amenca's Best Countryon AM 95 KMTX"& 'The New 95" This IS obviously my
"unID" station mentIoned in the 2118 WDXF. Ex-adult standards. (DS-BC)

KJR WA. Seattle 2116 oeoo about even with KMTX while trying for KKFN. Program on
Sports Fan Radio Network ended. and man said "For all your sports, the
Northwest sports leader...KJR..." (LG-MT)

970 KNUU NV. Paradise 21191030 a rarity in my logs. with good 10. (PT-CA1)
, 1000 KKIM NM.Albuquerque21171000ended relig. programand man said "AM1000.KKIM.
. Albuquerque-SantaFe." Fair signal. (LG-MT) .

1110 KRCX ~. Roseville 21112300 this "normally rare" station has been totally dominating
the frequency lately. Has there been an lnaease in night power or is someone
forgetting to flick the switch? (DS-BC)
~. Vallejo 214 2015 fair signal, no sign of KEX. 10 as "KXBT Classic Soul." R&B
oldies. (DS-BC)
10, Idaho Falls 2/12 2000 fair signal in CFRN null running CNN news
programming. Legal 10 heard which also mentioned KECN Blackfoot. 10
(DS-BC)

KPOW WY. Powell 2120 2050 poor signal under KlCN with C&w. ID "Your Favourite
Country 7 days a week, 1260 Country KPOw." (DS-BC)

CFRN AB, Edmonton 2119 2030 notedwithnew adultstandards format. Backto using
call letters again after a two year stint as 'The Music Machine." 10 "Great Songs.
Great MemoriesAM 1260 CFRN." Ex-oldies. (DS-BC)

1270 KNWZ ~,Thousand Palms2/201015 with car dealer ad and 10. (GJ-CA)
KTFI lQ. Twin Falls 2f2O 2005 poor in CHWK null with adult standards. 10 "KTFI Redio

1270." (DS-BC)
KAJO QB, Grants Pass 2f2O 1010 in strong with news. (GJ-CA)

1310 KEIN MT, Great Falls 2160730 poor signal under KlIX with satellite C&W, 10
"America's best country KEIN." (DS-BC)

1350 CKEG ~,Nanaimo 2/22 0800 popped up with 10 as "CKEG, 1570, Nanaimo," new for
me. I phoned station; will simulcast through 3131. (LG-MT)

1360 KFIV ~. Modesto 214 1945 good signal under/over KKMO with NHl play by play (San
Jose Sharks vs Winnipeg Jets). (DS-BC)

1370 KPCO ~,Quincy 2114 2005 good signal all alone, with CBS news, 10. local news. into
edult standards. (DS-BC)

1390 KCDR ~,Turlock KMIXC&W is no longer. Strong Spanish noted 2118 2130. Spanish
noted intermittently over the next two days, but country noted too, so I wasn't
sure. Slogan is "Fiesta Mexicans." Change took place 218. (PT-CA1)

1460 KRRS ~. Santa Rosa 2118 and 2f2O 2200 two very loud and clear English ID's amid
Spanish programming. How does this thing get out so well with 30 watts. or are
we having Power Reduction Playtime? (PT-CA1)

1480 KRXR lQ. Gooding 2120 1930 fair signal overlunder KTMA with Satellite Oldies. local
ads. 10 "Good time, great oldIes, 1480 KRXR." (DS-BC)

1490 KRKC ~. King City 214 2005 briefly on top of frequency with tail end of CBS news.
KRKC 10, and mentions of high school basketball coverage on KRKC (DS-BC)
NV. Renopretty grim spurs noted on the first adJ8cents several times over the
2119-21 weekand (PT-CA1)
~. San Diego 2120 0804 week but all alone with Chargers Stadium
announcement. (lG-MT)

15801 KHIT

1600
1700 TIS

OXTESTS
750 KERR MT. Polson 2120 0200-0230 clearly heard code and voice ID's. mentioned 1-800

number and called at end of test. Good signal. about equal with KXL (FA-ID)
+21200200-0230 logged at fair to good levels through KOAL & KANAwith many

code ID's VOice 10 'This is 750 KERR Polson. MT on the air at 50.000 watts for
an equipment test" Country songs "Young Love" and "18 Wheels and a Dozen
Roses" Gave loll free number to call, 1-800-750-5377. Report senl (MS-CA)

+2/200201 strong with code and voice ID's for OXlest. (GJ-CA)

7



+21200202 great signal with voice & code 10'5. C&W musIc. announced 50kw.
some KCBS-740 splash (nulled) and strong to nil ORM from KXL-750 (AWP)

+2/20 code 10 at 0203. another code 10 followed by VOice 10 0210 and female
country song. Atop normally dominant KOAL at times: some unlO Spanish ORM
Thanks J. 0 Stephens & Tom Bryant! (HLH-CA)

+2120 021Q-()220 fair on OX test under KXUKOAL with code 10's and country
music. Not needed (RW-CA)

?KERR?+1120 KFOO pretty much on top. but got KXL in very tlaht SE null 0202-0203
copied J!!!!Yweak tones, "ER" a couple of times then gone beneath KXL 0221
very weak female vocal song then gone again. Recheck at 0230 with only
KXUKFOO "Tentative." (RJO-AK)

780 (WWOL)~, Forest City 2/11 0200-0400 nothing heard, not expected. (FA-IO)
+2/11 0200-0400 OX test not heard (MS-CA)

850 (KICY) 6!S, Nome 1/21 0530-0600 nothing heard except KOA dominating frequency.
(CM-CA)

910 (KlYU) AK. Galena 2/6 0500-0530 nothing heard. had high hopes for this one. (FA-IO)
920 CFRY hm, Portage La Prairie 11300100-0130 Morse code 10 coming in fair to poor at

times. Also thought I might have heard some test tones. Heard Canada
mentioned several times. New, MB #2. (CM-GA)

+11300117-0125 weak code at times. disappointingly poor overall. (AWP-CA)
930 KlUP ~,Ourango 1[70715 voice &code 10. fair under KKHJ. (AWP-CA)
1010 KSYG AR. Little Rock 1/230315-0330 heard Morse code coming in fair to good. Also

tones heard coming in good. Poor voice 10 as KSYG. New state for me.
(CM-GA)

1090 KTNS ~,Oakhurst 1/9 0812 weak code 10's in heavy XEPRS ORM plus splash from
local KFAX-11oo. (AWP-CA)

1100 KNZZ ~,Grand Junction 2/12 03OQ-()33O poor with Morse code under hard to null out
KFAX. Also heard lady OJ mention something about 12:30 usual time, unlO talk
station under KFAX. (CM-CA)

(KNZZ) +2/12 03OQ-()33Onothing heard that sounded like a test, this is usually a regular,
was the test on? (FA-ID) .

1210 KGYN QIS. Guymon 2/13 0200-0230 heard Morsecode cominginpoorwithalso one
voice 10 heard poorly. KGYN one of my most wanted stations from OK (CM-CA)

+2/130200-0230 heard often dominant above KONY & KPRZ with Tri-State

forecast, 10: "KGYN Guymon, the information station for the Tri-State region."
TYPlcallRN programming, but no code or test announcement noted. Was it run?
(MS-CA)

1250 WREN !§. Topeka 2/14 0100-0200 heard Morse code coming in fair to poor at times.
Heard also 'WR" mention. but poorly heard. New state for me. (CM-CA)

+2/14 01QQ-()2ooclearly heard code 10's in mess. fair signal. (FA-IO)
1320 (WAMR) Eb, Venice 11300130-0200 not heard, too much KCTC Sacramento. (CM-CA)
1570 ?KUAU? tit Haiku 1/150508 tentatively heard faint code. ORM from CKTA and

intermittentsplash from local KPIX-155O.(AWP-GA)

UNIDS

920 11300105 during CFRY OXtest heard man mention something about Des Moires. Any
ideas? (CM-CA)

920 KWNO? 2/191030 unknown calls mixingwith KOLO. (PT-CA1)
1280 21202145-2155"Radio Latina" with good peaks (and vicious fades) noted. Notning I

could hook on to for 10purposes. but presume KDOLHenderson, supposedly with 28
watts of raw, unadulterated power. (PT-CA1)

Thanks to all the WDXR reporters this week We all owe a big thank you to all the people who
volunteer hours of their time to help make OXMthe great OXbulletin that it IS. Happy birthday.
IRCA!

tSo



Central DX Roundup
JJllli. Editor: John C.John50n

~- Happy Anniver5ary
-------------------.------~-_._-

FOR THE RECORD

..

ADDRESS YOURREPORTSTO:

SNAIL-MAIL: 979 NEPTUNE BLVD.. BILLINGS, MT59105-2129

Cot.!PUSERVE: 74444.3075 PRDDIGY: MPNN49A

DEADLINES: 3/25. 4/8. 4/29. 5/27. 7/1. 7/29, 8/18. 9/2.

RIDINGGAIN
Mlch.el B8y, 4615 Fairmount, Kansas City, MO 64112-1112
E-Mail: internet: michael.bay@kcgene.com
Sangean ATS-803A, Drake R-8, 1-meter box loop, 66'longwire.

(JWC-SK] John W. Calms, 1706 Arlington Avenue, Saskatoon, SK S7H 2Y7
Sony ICF-7600.
Tom Jasinski, 419 North Raven, Shorewood, Illinois 60435-9640
FRG-7 with Quantum loop, R390A with 2~ foot loop, Sharp QT50.
George Kesteven. 247 genic Way NW, Calgary, AB T3L 1B6
E-mail: Kesteven~FreeNet.Calgary.ab.ca
FRG-7 with modifications, 4-foot box loop.
Tim Noonan, 4609 Crescent Road, Apt. 5, Madison, WI 53711-4672
Drake SW-4A, "Radio West" loop.
E-Mail: Internet: tnoonan@macc.wisc.edu Bitnet: tnoonan@wiscmacc
John J. Rieger, 801 Sherman Avenue, South Milwaukee, WI 53172
FRG-100 with MFJ959B finer, Kiwa loop.

SPECIAL INTEREST

600 CFQC ~,Saskatoon. 216 was final day on AM as adult contemporary/oldies. 71 years on
AM for CFQC came to an end with "From the Hits 600 Newsroom, I'm Easton

Wayman." Then morning DJs Denny Carr and Rod Kitter played a country tune and
announcad the station was now "Country 800 CJWW." The CFQC calls popped
up an hour later on 92.9 as "Hot 93 FM" and a new format as "Today"s hottest
country." (JWC-SK]

750 CJWW ~,Saskatoon. 2/6 was simulcast on both 600 and 750 during the morning: now no
longer operating on 750. Tape running on 750 telling listeners the station has
moved to 600. (JWC-SK]

DOWN THE DIAL

540 CBK ~, Regina. 2/6 strongest reception ever for this station. 0059 with jazz. (MB-MO]
580 WlBW KS, Topeka. 217 good. 2329 with news, weather, ID. (MB-MO)
920 KARN AR, Little Rock. 2/8 good. 0227 with Bohanon show, brief news, ID. (MB-MO)

1010 CBR AB, Calgary. 2/6 fair, but tough to seperate from CFRB. 0120 with jazz. (MB-MO]
CFRB ~,Toronto. 2/6 very strong. 0113 with financialtopics. (MB-MO)

1060 WHeE .1.8, New Orleans. 2120 good. 0138 with country music. (EB-MO)
1070 KNX ~,Los Angeles. 2/6 fair. 0209 with news, IDs. (MB-MO)

WDIA TN, Memphis. 2120 weak. 0144 with ethnic music, 10. (MB-MO)
1080 KRLD TX, Dallas. 216 good. 0226 with Texas OvernIght call-in show. (MB-MO]
1100 WWWE 00, Cincinnati. 2120 good. 0125 with talk (MB-MO)
1260 KWYR ~, Winner. 2/22 goOO.0125 with country music, spots, weather. IMB-MO]
1280 WWOK IN, Evansville. 2123 good. 2349 with easy listening musIc. IMB-MO] .

E-MAIL: JOHNJ53816@ADLCOM

AMERICAON LINE:JOHNJ53816

REPORT ALL TIMES As EASTERN.

IMB-MO)

[TMJ-IL)

IGK-AB)

[TN-WI)

IJJR-WI)

q



COXR Continued........
1340 WLBC lli. Muncie. 2/13 poor in mess Local WLZR off the air. 2200 with full 10 Into CBS

News Satellite fed country format. New logging for me. [JJR-WI]
1420 CJVR lli$. Melfort. 1/240005-0200 and again 1/28 0155 In good with country music Spot

for Five Mile Auto Wreckers on Hiway 2. & Rainbow Appliance In Melfort. [TMJ-IL]
1430 KRGI ~. Grand Island. 2/11 in brief opening o/mess of WRTH. WMYS. WEIR. and

CJCL. 2300 heard calilelters. KRGI used to be a regular here years ago. WCMY

appears to be either off the air at night or running very low power. They are not
heard here at night anymore. [TMJ-IL]

WEIR VW. Weirton. 2FT in and out w/CJCL. a weak WCMY. and others. WCMY may have
been off the air tonight. 0059 with calilelters and mention of Steubenville. OH.
WCMY popped back up to normal level at 0657. [TMJ-IL)

1550 WBSC ~. Benneltsville. 2/4 good in WCSJ null. 0000 with sign off Info after SSB! Anyone
needing SC out west should try for this one. Note SSB first. then sign off. A regular
here. [TMJ-IL)

WKBA VA. Vinton. 2/7 in a/mess wlWCSJ nulled. 0717 with calilelters and mention of
Roanoke. Only heard once before. [TMJ-IL)

1600 KLEB i.h. Golden Meadow. 1/26 fair to poor on tip mess. 0555-0630 with French-Cajun
music. EE female announcer with accent. She mentioned that they are taking

requests. but that she did not speak fluent French and that the requests must be in
English! [TMJ-IL)

WWRL NY. New York. 2/1 very good oIWCGO and KCRG. 2300 with 10 "Radio Sixteen.
WWRL New York" [TMJ-IL)

1610 WPFE400 lb. Bloomington. 2/18 with weak unlO under. This TIS heard while visiting the
area. Taped loop with local info. Range of several miles. [TMJ-IL]

DXTESTS
750 KERR MT. Polson. 2120 poor uIWSB Signal stronger at the beginning. gradually got

weaker. 0200-0230 OX Test. 0202. 0209. 0217. 0225 and 0230 heard code

message. [TMJ-IL)
+2120 OXTest weak in null of a very strong WSB. 0226 heard clear code. Also
noted country music and voice 10s. [TN-WI]
+2120 OX Test in here like a ton of bricks. overriding !<XLand the usual CHOR-750
slop. Station called. said they got a call from Alabama. They were excited. [GK-AB)

920 CFRY Mfi. Portage La Prairie 1130OX Test in with good signal. 0100-0130 with code 10
strings that included calls and city. Not needed. heard and verified on RS. [TMJ-IL)

1250 WREN ~. Topeka. 2/14 OX Test. Only heard code 10s on this one. [GK-AB]
1320(WAMR) FL. Vencte 1130OX Test not heard Only WKAN.[TMJ-IL)
1590(WXRS)~. Swainsboro.1/23 OXTest not heard here. [TMJ-IL]

25 YEARS AGO
March 14. 1970 issue of IRCA's "OX Monitor" The 6th Anniversary issue
contained forum reports from 57 members Rick Evans of Gary. IN said his
totals were 940/484 8fll Hittler of Englewood. CO said he has 2434 veries
and started aXing in 1950 Pat Martin of Warrenton. OR received verie~ from
VSZI-844. JOKP-1190. and KPRT-540 8ruce PortIer of Seattle. WA said he was
18 and his totals were 761/235 Richard E. Wood of Honolulu. HI added state
number 38. Indiana Gred Zimmerman of Omaha. HE added WWVAfor state t36.

OPENMIKE
If we leam for each success, and each failure. and improve ourselves through this process. then, at the

end. we willhave fulfilled our potential and performed well.A tllg CDXRwelcome to George Kesteven ,no is
reporting DXvia intemet. And a welcome tlack to John Caims. Clearing up some misunderstanding. ::;DXR
and all columns have an "outdated tips" policy of not including those over a month old. CDXRwilloncluCleall

tips that arGcurrent. all unlDs that are current. and all local station changes that are of interest to
others such as call changes or major format changes. If you have questions, please ask. Ifyou want
changes, sut:lmit a proposal to the Board to consider! Happy "'nniversary, IRCAI 1995 willtiring many
changes to the IRCA,some you already knowatlout, others you wilileam atlout very soon. Weare at a
major tuming point for the IRCAand for me personally. See you in Boise in July. It willtie nice to renew
friendships and tlet:!innew ones. There willtie a lot of surprises for everyone to talk at:lout. 73. John-Jonn.

\\J
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Etu.teJLn., DX 'RQ Un.J up
Editor: Mark McMillan
91 Hollis Avenue 112

North Quincy, MA 02171
--- -------
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RADIO ACTIVE INPUT
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.

(MB-ON) Mike Brooker, 99 Wychrest Ave., Toronto, ON M6G 3X8
panasonic RF-2200, RFB-45

Mike Brooker, DXing at the Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health
in Lenox,Ma Panasonic RFB-45
Tony Fitzherbert,356 Jackman Ave., Fairfield, CT 06432
Sanagean ATS-803A atop a Lazy Susan for instant nulling
Lee Freshwater KE4QLK 414 S.E.3RD ST Ocala,FL 35806
E-Mail:LFreshwater@aol Haamarland HQ 145A patomic FIM-41

100'lw,N.S. IRCA loop
Mark McMillan editor using Kenwood TS-440S and G5RV
J.D.Stephens 1155 Old Monrovia,I3E Huntsville,Al 35806
panasonic RF-2600,Sony ICF-2001,several lwants.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
IN THE LOG

570 WWNC NC, Ashville 2/3 1731 W/weak sig for a few minutes w/C&W mx
Live call in's good ID. (LF-FL)

570 KLIF TX, Dallas 2/3 0434 W/wx, Talk Pgm "570 KLIF"&"?Talk" (LF-FL)
610 WDAF MO, Kansas City, 2/17 w/C'W ax, local sports,local PSA and wx

.."30 degrees on signal Hill 61 country WDAF.." (LF-FL)
630 KJSL MO, St. Louis 2/17 0114 w/'Right here on KJSL It's 11 1/2

after 6 on KJSL" Turned out to be a promo for the morning guy
(a long promo) into perhaps a talk show..losts of QRM. (LF-
FL)

630 CHLT PO, Sherbrook 2/2 2115 French ax,way atop the freq. (TF-CT)
640 WGOC TN, Blountsville 2/17 0145 W/C'W mx,"On the TOp country, WGOC

.." Weak but readable..might be a semi regular when semi-
local WHOF is off. (LF-FL)

670 WIEZ PA, Lewistown 2/5 1740 Oldie ax,"Weather every fifteen min

on AM 670, WIEZ", gone under WFAN QRM.. (TF-CT)
690 WOKV FL, Jacksonville, 2/10 1715 Pr u/CBF wlanct "WOKV news time

is 5:15", into local traffic report. My 27th state heard
from Kripalu. (MB-HA)

730 WOHS HC, shelby 2/9 1950 wllocal spot mentioning downtown Shelby
capitol sports net w/GA.Tech , Duke BB, good 10 @ 1958 for
"WGNC-Gastonia?WC??-ville/WOHS-Shelby , WLON-Lincolnton.

(LF-FL)

740 CBL ON, Toronto 2/9 2104 w/CBC radio news, wx for "Metro Toron-
to" ID as CBC-740 Toronto" (LF-FL)

+ON, Toronto 2/10 1104 fr on daytime gnd wave w/CBC nx (MB-HA)
740 KRHG OK, Tulsa 2/22 0506 wllocal wx "at KRHG" tough due to WWNZ-

Orlando. (LF-FL)
780 WZZX AL, Lineville 2/11 0200-0207 While looking for WWOL test,

caught this one on wi Flash flood' other wx warnings tor
Clay county and surrounding area. Oft wi canned slott annct.

(JD-AL)

I

790 WQSV TN, Ashland City 2/17 1847-1900. Popped up wi country gospel,
solgan wi ment ot "Cumberland" , "The Sycamore", spot tor
Mexican rest in Ashland City. Oft w/SSB by The Gatlin
Brothers. (JD-AL)

800 CKLW ON, Winsor 2/22 0511 Agn 2/23 0505 wllocal nx/wx mlt morn-
ing team. (LF-FL)

(LF-FL)

; (MB-HA)
(TF-CT)

(HH-HA)
(JO-AL)

800 WOHS AL, Decauter 2/9 2120 w/C&W mx "Country Favorites on 102.1
WDRM" (LF-FL)

II



800 WOEH

850 WNIS

850 WEE!
890 WfKJ

900 WINY

920 WMNI

920 WI.RO

930 WRRF

960 WPRT

980 WCAP

1000 WRNJ

1000 WlOO

1000 KTOK

1050 WPBS

1060 WGSB

1060 WCOK

TN, Sweetwater 2/10 2000 caught 10 into nx "98.3 FM £,Clear
Channel 800 AM.. WOEH Sweetwater.." (Lf-FL)
VA, Norfolk 2/10 1734 tr o/WEEI w/local WX, right-wing homo-
phobic talk show ~aaming Gay Pride fest1val in Morfolk.
Phone number annct: 640-8585. (MB-HA)
HA, Boston 2/10 1735 Gd w/tlk on the Celtics. Ex-590. (HB-HA)
FA, Cashtown 2/29 1740 Gospel mx abruptly cut off by vocal

SSB, most of s/off message cut off by WCBS splash, not hrd
here before. (TF-CT)
VA, Staunton 2/10 1700 fr in CKTS null wilD as "News 900
WINF,Charlottesville-Staunton, News all the time" , into
AP Network nx. (MB-HA)

OH, Columbus 1/30 0107 fr o/WHJJ, noted while looking for
CFRY test w/"AM 920 WMNI TOp Ten Country Countdown"promo
into C£,W mx. (MB-ON)

NY, Lake Placid 1/26 1745-1750 fr in dogfight w/WHJJ, non
10 as "Radio Lake Placid, the Voive of the Adirondacks",

ads for Tangier Furniture and Tri-lakes Ford/Mercury in Lake
Placid,promo for a dance at the Lake Placid Hilton,promo for
Rush Limbaugh show.Urged listeners to send $5.00 to Radio
Lake Placid,Box 821, Lake Placid NY 12946 to help keep Rush

on the air! signal lost to WHJJ by 1750 (MB-ON)
NC, Washington 2/10 1730 pr o/WZNN w/AO Council PSA against
drunk driving,non-IO as "Full service radio" followed by
"WRRF" jingle (HB-HA)
KY, Prestonburg 1/30 2255-2310 Good at times w/ oldies light

rock (Andy Gibb, cristopher Cross,ect)local wx "Solid Gold
WXKZ" slogans IIFM (JO-AL)
HA, Lowell 2/11 Poor in WTRY null wlPSA for planting trees,
10 as "Talk radio 980 WCAP, its 6 o'clock". (MB-HA)

NJ, Hackettstown 2/18 1725 Atop w/AC mx "RJ 1000",noted on
the air that address is PO Box 1000, not hrd here before.

(TF-CT)
PA, Carlisle 2/19 1803-1812 Way atop freq w/ABC nx,local
bullletin board, "Your hometown favorite, 100 Am, WIOO,

ABC sports, promo for Tradio to buy,sell and swap each week
day noon on WIOO,lost to WKVP, not hrd before,hope they
verie. (TF-CT)
OK, Oklahoma City 2/9 2215 Very poor in jUmble wire lay of
Chuck Harder F.T.P stuck with it and got a good 10 at 2230

"24HRS a Day...turn to News/talk 1000 KTOK Oklahomas Info-
mation Station.." (Lf-FL)
GA, conyers 2/21 0415 wllocal community calendar poor sig
w/XEG?? (Lf-FL)
NC, Mebane 2/10 1720 °/KYW wi eith church community calendar
funeral schedules (I'LL be there!!),faded. (Tf-CT)
NC, Sparta 2/10 1707 Farm prices,country ax. commercials,
weak signal o/KYW. call to station's amazed receptionist
("You are hering us WHERE???")verified that it was indeed
them, lost to WGSB. (TF-CT)

1080 WEEP PA, Pittsburgh 2/19 1746 C&W under local WTIC's talk about
the UConn Huskies BB Team (What else??) 10 by female at 1755
some commercials, gone by 1802. (Tf-CT)

HA, Concord 2/19 1720 Folk ax female announcer, commercial
for Carmen's Veranda in sudbury,way atop freg. (Tf-CT)

HA, orleans 2/17 1755 "Oldies ax, "Oldies 104" 10, promo for
a Platters contest, wayo/WWVA. (TF-CT)
OH, Cleveland 1/30 2330-2345 Very strong w/"sports Byline"

show,"Sports radio 1220 WKNR"slogans. Strongest ever here.
Usually mostly wiped out by splash from 1230 10cal.Oay
pattern left on?? (JO-AL)

1230 WIGS NY, Gouverneur 2/11 0714 fr wlpromo for "Winter Blast"winter
carnival 1n Gouverneur, into local nx w/lead story being the

number of deportable aliens caught attempting to cross the
border in Ogdensburg and Massena thus far in 1995. (MB-HA)

1120 WAON

1170 WKPE

1220 WKNR

.ry



1230 WKIH

1240 WLSC

1250 CBGA

1260 CIHI

1270 WTMC

1310 WGH

1310 WISE

1320 WARA

1350 CKDO

1390 WHMA

1400 WMMZ

1410 WHLN

1420 WVOT

1480 WHBC

1480 WHBC

1490 WSFB

1490 WVGB

1520 WINW

1520 WZHG

1520 WKZQ

1540 WMYF

1550 WKBA

1550 WBSC

1580 WPGC

1580 WOXR

17

GA, Augusta 2/14 1825 Up from the Graveyard junk long enough
for call letters to come though very poor. (LF-FL)
SC, Loris 2/20 0245 w/C&W mx up long enough for an ID.."On
?country,wLSC.." (LF-FL)
PO, Hatane 2/11 0718 fr a/WARE W/FF talk about Ce'line Dion
into song from her "Colour of My Love" album. (MB-HA)
NB, Fredricton 2/11 0728 Fr-good w/"Walking on Sunshine"by
Katrina and the Waves, followed by "see-high" ID, local
wx,promo for advertising on CIHI. (HB-HA)
FL, 'Ocala 2/17 0100 caught them using full power of 5KW.
also on 2/20 @ 0300.. A former employee says they lower power
at night "If someone decides to stop by the x-mitter and
push a button.." They run CNN Headline News. .log this one
before the commission shuts them down!! (LF-FL)
VA, Newport News 2/15 2110.Poor w/Nascar Pgm, local promos
for Speedweek, on "The Score & more 1310 & Eagle 97 FM.."

(LF-FL)
NC, Ashville 2/22 1815 w/local wx, news items "On WISE-

Ashville". (LF-FL)
HA, Attleboro 2/17 1817 BRN Financial Hour, promo for "Health
Talk" each moring on1320 WARA, sponsored by the Rhode Island
Memorial Hospital,way atop for 20 min, lost to regular WATR,
hope that this holdout veries! (TF-CT)
ON, Oshawa 2/10 1802 fr w/anct "CKDO News time is 6:02" into

Toronto stock exchange report. (HB-HA)
AL, Anniston 2/15 1938 w/promo for TV-44,Buster Hiles car
dealer.."AM 1390 & FM 100.5..Alabama's? 11.." into C&W mx.

(LF-FL)
SC, Spartansburg 2/23 0500 Freq all of a sudden quiet then
"CNN News is next on your station for wonderful memories AM
14 WMMZ"(New call as of last Nov.. WMMZ used to be a local
call here.) (LF-FL)
KY, Harlan 2/14 1857 U/WING w/s/off very poor,but readable..
I was a little unsure so I called station. to confirm.

NC, wilson 2/10 1819 w/promo for WRAL TV-5 news "Only on 1410
WOT.." . (LF-FL)
OH, Canton 2/14 1740 w/Jim Croce tune "Here on WHBC.."Didn't
last long, very poor. (LF-FL)
OH, Canton 2/26 1926 Nos ax w/ID u/WSAR (MM-HA)
GA, Quitman 2/23 up from the mud end of poss ax,hrd "All

right WSFB" into local wx then gone. Freq a real mess (LF-FL)
SC, Beaufort 2/24 1809-1830 in for almost 30 min fair sig,
but hvy fading mixed wjWEAG..local spots/blk ax mixutre of
b1k jazz and/or oldies.Interstingmix. (LF-FL)
OH, Canton 2/16 000 had hrd easy type ax and waited for ID at
0000 hrd w/WWKB at WINW Canton..I show as a daytiaer..waited
after news hrd more easy ax and several ID's as "WINW" "Your
Listing to WINW-1520.." very poor mixing w/WWKB & WOOO
(LF-FL)
AL, Opelika 2/10 1830 Very poor in mess w/s/off (LF-FL)
SC, Myrtle Beach 2/10 2105 w/rock ax "WKZQ 101.7" ID's local
WX "at Rock Radio".."The Beaches best rock" I show them as

daytime??? Another case of x-mitter being left on?? (LF-FL)
NH, Exeter 2/5 1707 In like a local, "AM 154C,WMYF". Mark
Avery is SHN DJ, adult standards including ATn Murray record
gone at 1715, I understand that this one is difficult to
verie!? (TF-CT)
VA, vinton 2/11 1757 fr o/CBE w/country-gospel ax, local wx
and anct "thats going to do it for this broad~asting day on
WKBA" . (HB-HA)
SC, Bennettsville 2/10 1745 pr w/promo for local high school

BB game to be aired on WBSC,into local wx (HB-HA)
HD, Moringside 1/28 0830-0900 noted w/most rad1cal format
change, from bussiness nx to Urban Contemporary/rap! Rap mx
w/Flavor 1580 IO's, female OJ w/432-1580 request l1ne ,.
Finally hrd a legal IO at 0900: "Flavor 1580 WPGC Morningside
Washington, DC". (MB-ON)
AL, Oxford 2/9 1833 w/promo for salvation pgm "Every Sunday

on WOXR", Local PSA's good sig for 60 sec. (LF-FL)I}



1580 WBBE KY, Georgetown 2/9 1834 Followed WOXR in w/easy mx on "Easy
1580-WBBE." My "WBBB"unid from 1/7 gone at 1835. Suspect

pattern change (Lf-FL)
1580 WOAB SC, Traverlers Rest 2/9 1836 Followed above stations to the

channel with the usual CNN news. A real pest here at SSS.
(LF-FL)

1590 WPWA PA, Chester 2/11 1754 Fr-good w/"Unforgettable 1590 "WPWA" 10
into "Volare" by Frankie Avalon. (MB-MA)

1600 WWRL NY, New York 2/5 1800 Good o/usual dom pest CHNR w/promo for

"Drive Time Oialogue" AM drive pgm on "Radio 16 WWRL"into
USA radioi nx. (MB-ON)

1620 ???? ?? pirate Radio 2/21 2130-2145 Black sole or gospel mx off

aburptly at 2145 leaving channel open! (KH-MA)
790 UNtO ??, 2/21 0552 "News Talk W S C X" or WXCS not sure, signal

up for just a second or two.. (LF-FL)
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

OX TESTING

730 KWRE MO, Warrenton 2/18 0100-0130. IRCA dx test.This test was nix-
ed by the GM after I Publicized it. Thus, a no show. (JD-AL)

780 WWOL NC, Forest City 2/11 0200--400 IRCA test another no-show
(JO-AL)
(JO-AL)910 KIYU AX, Galena 2/6 0500-0530 IRCA OX TEST not hrd.

920 CFRY HB, Portage La Prairie. 1/300100-0130 IRCA test hrd weak
w/2 definite CIO new,HBI3. {JO-AL)
+ 1/30 Poor in mess u/dom WHJJ w/CIO's noted at 0122 and
0131, no C&W mx noted except fromWKNI (g.v.) (HB-ON)

1210 KGYN OK, Guymon 2/12 0200-0230 IRCA OX TEST another no-show has
been rescheduled. (JO-AL)

1250 WREN KS, Topeka 2/14 0100-0200 IRCA OX TEST HRO WELL W/many CIO's
VIO's mentioning IRCA, Phone and fax I mentioned,gospel mx

(JO-AL)
1320 WAKR FL,'Venice 1/30 0130-0200 IRCA Test Hrd well at times w/sweep

tones,CIO'sand VIO's (JO-AL)
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

EXTRA INFO

530 CIAO ON, Brampton Still on 530, and won't be moving to 1430 al-

though the 1995 WRTH has them on 1430! Either the CRTC
vetoed their application to Dove to 1430 or they just like

the great groundwave on 530! (HB-ON)
590 CJCL ON, Toronto Hoved from 1430 on 2/6 at 1200. They now non-IO

as "Fan 590" and "Canada's first all-sports superstation".
"Superstation" is debatable. I would only call a 50 KW clear
channel blowtorch like WFAN or KHOX a "sports superstation"!

(HB-ON)
1430 CKYC ON, Toronto ex 590 as of 2/6 to my surprise, they did not go

off the air but moved to 1430 in an even-up freg swap.Auto-

mated-sounding C&W, w/non-IO's as "Country Husic Radio" and
frequent annct to tune to 590 if you're looking for the fan.
So much for my dream of having 1430 clear and 1410, 1420 and
1440 free of slop. (HB-ON)

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Thanks to Tony,Hike,Lee and JO.for the input.Remember I am
now on the internet. Hy adr is HarkN7EIJ@aol.

IRCA Foreign Logs
The IRCA has pubhshed nine volumes of the IRCA Foreign log Each volume contains the several
hunared aclualtips that were reponed to the DXWW sections during an emire year. compiled and
retyped In a book format In addition. special features include anicles on foreIgn DXing (volumes
6. 7 and 8). utility lists (volumes 7 and 8). shonwave parallels (volume 8) and BCB propagation
(volumes 6. 7 and 8) The IRCA Bookstore still has volumes 3.4,6,7 and 8 oftbe IRCA ForeIgn
Log available for $::,50 each (overseas a,"nail add $2 501book)

Order fromthe IRCABookstore.by sendingthe correct amount(in USfunds)to
IRCABookstore, 9705 Mary N.W.,Seattle, WA 98117-2334. Thank you!

\~



II Western DX Forum *****
Reid Wheeler 5910 Boulevard Loop SE O(lImpia, WA 98501

Deadline: Saturday 2 weeks before publication

~ ANNIVERSARY ISSUE ....
Garv Larson. 2806 Lincoln. Burbank CA 91504

Hello - re-intro time. I've been a member for years and have had an interest in radio since about 1963.
., I'm single, working in security currently days at a Van Nuys location. I'm also a runner since late 60s

and average 4 mi. a day. I have both GE Superadios 1 and II plus use car radio to dx at various times.
Happy Birthday IRCA.

Art Peterson. 851 31st St. Richmond CA 94804

Happy Anniversary, IRCA! By way of re-introduction. 1am age 50, single. have been DXing since 1960.
and work as a consulting forester. 1joined the IRCA near its second anniversary and have been a member
ever since: member of the l..ongwave Club since 1981. Receivers in use: a modified Yaesu FRG-7 (general
coverage plus LW through a converter) and a WWII surplus Bendix MN-26C (150 to 1600 khz). Antennas
in use: R. West loop and 300 feet of longwire strung around the periphery of my lot. At various times I
tune LW beacons, MW, SWBC, and utilities. I have verified all states (43 on MW), all provinces (9 on
MW), and 81 countries (56 on MW). Other interests include long distance bicycle touring, photography.
snow skiing, and personal computers. I am the author of the GCD program for MS-DOS computers that
computes great circle distances and bearings. GCD has been well received by those who have used it and
is available w/full registration for $20. See the ad in 12117 DXM for more info. Thanks to JD Stephens,
I've bagged some rare .W' calls this season - thanks, JD! 73 and good DX to all.

John C. Johnson. 979 Neotune Blvd. Blllinl!s MT .59105-2129
406-259-9210 E-Mail: JohnJ53816@aoLcom

Happy Anniversary, IRCA! It is a great feeling to be once again writing a forum report for an anniversary
issue' 1995 will see some major changes for the IRCA. "sure looks like the IRCA will continue
publishing for many years to come. There will be some major changes in my personal life too, those
changes will unfold before your eyes over the next few weeks. Many of you know I am a charter member
of the IRCA. I work for KTVQ, channel 2, here in Billings. I've been with KTVQ since May of 1972!
My main job is master control operator, but 1also TO two newscasts nightly. I've been DXing since 1962.
and my current totals are 1345 heard, 988 verified. This does include call changes. I'm looking forward
to the Boise convention in July. I hope many of you will be able to attend. All those attending will have
plenty to talk about. 73, John-John.

Lam Godwin. 2390 Clvdes Dale Ln. Missoula MT .59801

Greetings, and Happy Anniversary. everyone! It's been another good year for the club, with many fruitful
CPC programs arranged; an abundance of valuable tips reported in the DXR and DXWW columns: and an

~ excellent. well-attended convention in Aberdeen. I'm lucky that I was active during the formation of the
IRCA. and am happy that I've had the privilege of serving the club in all three elective capacities:
President, Secretary-Treasurer, and (currently) Director on the Board. Actually I started DXing in 1957

.. from Amarillo. Texas, and the following year, bought the Hammarlund HQ-150. still my primary receiver.
Since then. I've DXed from Boulder and Denver, CO; Berkely, CA; Corvallis. OR: and Durango. CO.
I was inactive and let my club membership lapse while I lived in Santa Rosa. CA during the mid- and lale-
80's before moving to Missoula in 1990. From this location. I've heard 680 stations from 17 countrie,.
35 U.S. states. and 5 Canadian provinces. I'm 52 years old. On 10 current events: I received a prompt.
friendly verie from KSYG-IOIO for the test J.D. arranged. I'm still trying to track down my mystery oldies
station in the EST zone on 820; do any of you eastern members know what thai could be" See you in Boise
Ihis summer'
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Patrick Mar1ill. PO lIox 8~3. S('asiop OR 97138

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, IRCA!! A relmro IS in order. I am 45 and have been OXlllg since about 196~
when I lived in Seward. Alaska. I staned colleeung QSLs in 65 and loday have 2250 plus MW venes.
I enJoy serving on the BoD and ediung OXWW-West. As a professional. I own and run a Locksmith
business, which my iather staned about 28 years ago. Mostly. I enjoy OXing Foreign stations, bul when
condiuons are good for Domestics I OX that also. Some of my better QSLs through the years: ZK2ZC-630
khz - Cook Is. - 500 waIlS: 7SH-1584 khz - St. Helens, Tasmania - lOOw: Nepal 792 & 576 khz; India-
864 khz; Bangladesh - 558 khz, and others. I am fonunate enough to live in an area with few locals and
little noise. I cunently use a Drake R8 and Hammarlund SP-600 receivers. For antennas I use a 1500'
E.aslem Beverage, a 2000' NNW beverage, a terminated 200' SW wire for the Pacific and Asian OX.
Being a member is very enjoyable and I try to attend as many conventions that I can. May IRCA be around
tor many years to come. Good OX to all. 73s Patrick

Dale Park. PO Box 22778. Honolulu JII 96823

Anniversary time already? All right, it's probably because I don't forum enough. Anyway, I firs!
discovered OXing about 20 years ago when I found out I could hear "American Top 40 with Casey Kasem"
on Neighbor Island radio stations. It took a few years before I learned I could hear Mainland stations, the
term "OXing," and the existence of clubs. I've been a member of lRCA on and off since the mid-1980's.
I'm also in NRC, NASWA and (the now defunct) SPEEOX. I've also edited lRCA SponsCentre, its sequel
Sponchannels lRCA, and Focus on Formats for OX Monitor. I'm also compiling the sponsradio section
of the upcoming lRCA Almanac. As for me, I'm in my early thinies, was a classical music OJ for four
years at KTUH-FM, the Universily of Hawai'i station (I had the last classical show...blame Arbiuon, hi).
I don 't think I will attend either the Boise or Denver conventions but I send my thanks and best wishes to
everyone I met in Billings and Merrimack. Aloha and suppon your club.

Bill Hardv. 2301 Pacific Ave. Aberdeen WA 98520-4527

(E-Mail: 7320L2263@CompuServe.com, FMFT21A@prodigy.com or BiIIHardy@AOLcom) Happy
Anniversary,lRCA!! This shouldbe a mostinterestingyear here. On Sept. 14, when I complete my two-
year term as lRCA President, I will have already pasted up the firs! two issues of Volume 33 of OX
Monitor. Being President was hectic enough. Becoming Editor-in-Chief will be like going from the frying
pan into the fire!! I hope we'll soon be able to name the city where OXM will be published. Thanks 10
everybody who answered my request ior printing bids around SIOO. And I hope to be able to complete the
latest lRCA AM-FM Almanac this year. Hardly any time to OX with all this activity! Let me keep with
the Anniversary Issue tradition and re-introduce myself. I'm 48, a OXer since 1960 here in Aberdeen, with
about 1050 stations heard, mostly domestic from 41 states and 5 provinces. Primary receiver is a Yaesu
FRG-7 with a Radio West Loop. I'd sure like 10 add the ponable Sony lCF-201O to the den in the next
year! As mosl of you know, I've been married 10Western OX Roundup editor Nancy for nearly 21 years.
Walch for us plus our two kids at the Boise convention this July 14-15-16. Boise should be Ihe most
interesting IRCA convention yet! Make your room reservations now. Happy Anniversary, IRCA!

Frank Aden. Jr.. 4096 Marcia Place. Boise ID 83704

Happy Anniversary IRCA from Convention City! The Convention is progressing nicely. We are still
working on getting some guest speakers and have since got some tour requests. A few items have already
come in for the auction. For those of you who are not familiar with me, I am 41 and work for the State
of Idaho, Boise State University, Bookstore. There I do a comb'nation of accounting, merchandising and
customer service. Have a BS in Telecommunications from Ihe Universily of Oregon. I and Mark Campbell
are working on an updated BOISE NIGHTTIME BANOSCAN !;1at will go imo the Convention BookJet.
OXing for that and looking for OX tests is where mOSIof my B2B Oxing is centered right now. I have
been teaching a Communily Education Class on Shon-wave Radie. It appears mosl of Ihe sludents are also
interested in BCB so I have passed some sample bullel!RS out. "'~aybe we will get a new member or two'
Mark and I have scouted out an area for Ihe Beverage site for !h~ Convenuon: it is a few miles soulh of
lown, off 1-84. It is right on the OREGON TRAIL. 73 and see you in BOISE!

Shawn A"t'lrod and Wayne McRae. "'innine!! Mil

Well anolher successful OX'pedi!ion 10Valhalla Beach has been completed. We had a great time once agam
and wilh the improved insulation of our convened or should I say still being convened school bus we were
warm even wilh temps dropping 10 -20 or so. A couple of other trips were canceled due to lemps a round
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the -30 Rnge making leaving the car outside for 12 hours not advisable. The walk of aboul l'iOO.I(,(J() feel
was a bit of a hike due In snow thai was ankle 10 knee deep. Of course the snow was waist deep ncar the
bus .lust to insure we had a good work OU1. I suppose haulIng aboul loo plus pounds of radim. food,
banenes, elc. behind you on a loboggan could help slow a guy down. Bul on the Olher hand we arc
CANADIAN DX'ERS and thai would never SlOPus. We did manage to gel a few new ones and ended up
wilh some myslery stations such as two beacons on 1641 and 1680. Then there was the logging of KQRS
on 17oo which still has us scratching our heads. We figured we had gonen the first new stalion in the
expanded band unlil we found our they have not asked 10 move. It is loggings like that whieh keep us
going. That is It for now. We have to get some of you Southern DX'ers up here one winter for a
DX'pedition. Bring your radios and your warmest clothes (if you have REAL WARM clothes) and we wIll
lei the DX flow. Remember the colder the weather and the harder the walk, the beller Ihe DX will be.

You never gel cold walking and working hard in the snow!' 73 Shawn and Wayne.

Nann Uanh-. 2301 Patlnc A"c. Abt-rdeen \VA 98520

II's lime again for the annual re-inlro for IRCA members. I can't belIeve ii, but I have been an IRCA
member for 24 years, 20 of which I've been WDXR edilor. Bill and I met through the cluh when I lIved
in Fredonia, NY, 22 years ago. We have two children. Billy near 9 years old and Melanie who is 5. last
August we had the honor of hosting the annual IRCA convention here in Aberdeen-Hoquiam, I hope to
arrange my schedule to permit more OX'ing time in the next year. The next year will be an important one
for IRCA, and it will be interesung to see exactly what will happen, By the way, we have a big surpnse
for those of you who will be attending the IRCA convention in Boise in July. This will be even bigger than
the surprise birthday party for Larry Godwin at last year's convention. I hope to see many of you in Boise.
Happy birthday, IRCA! 73/88

---__n_------ --- --------_n---- - _n-------32-26 -- -- --- --- ----------

LA VOl DE CHIAPAS lIBRE & LA VOl DE GUATAMELAN MAYAN

~

The two ""dll8l~ tJopIc8IIAM b8nd outI8b.. soan 10begin portable op8f8tions, 8IIh8r
In rolorthwestem ~ or NoI1hW8SIem ChI8pes, or Northcentr8I Chl8pes. Bec:8use Ihese mobile
Spenlsh I8nguege progI'8mS will depend on b8I8fy pow8f, the maximum hours of 0pIII8ti0n will be
1200-000O GMT. due to boIh pcMer fImII8tIons end the need to c:lrCUlllV8ltbelChn8IIons monllDring of
these prop8gIIfIdIsts"'om G.--Ja. San CItstobeI.losC-, TurtleGull8nezend ew. T8b8scan
C8piIDIof VIIIe~J hourswillbe lnegul8r. Indef.rence to f8d1ohobbyists-'dwIde, - will
8Iternpt -- specI8I DX PfCJGf8I'WMSIh8t would Include 811EE cess818 fJ'8P8fed by 8 DX hobbyisl
IICtive In the N8tIon8I R8d1o Club INRCJ end 1nIem8tIoI.1 R8dIo Club of Am8rtc8 IIRCAJ In the ..rty
70's 8nd through the 60's from boIh C8fIfomI8 end Artzon8. He will 8d 8S 8 f8dIo hobbyist end
phllM8lk: mell drop end work In eonfuncIIoh with the 8ntk;1peIed tnI8rn8Iton8l H8cker Exposition to
c:oinctde with the C8IIIomi8 Cornpc8r Expo JkIrmerty the the San DIego CompuI8r fe! sI8I8d for
Alugmt 17 -20 1995 lit the Wllterfronl San DIego ConvenIIon Center, Cdfomla JIhIer tel8pholle line
Is (619)573-0617;the h8ckerspI8nno voiceline,but_e IheIa runlnIem8Iforumwinbe
fcd_lllg. V8IousIyIncf8xed8Sfren18S4IGUIdoend or~.

PIe- nofIfyph11818fIc~ 18' ChI8pesLlbreIs - pIIInningposI8lIIIImp
Issues, 'n the tJ8d1tion of Est8do Issues of the Meldeo Civil Wer 1191"-1920} Ih8t een\e from Sonora.
08X.8C:8.and 8ej8 C811fornla Sur.

Stinting februery 1, 1995 rec:epllon reports ere solicited for boIh Voz 8nd 5S supply
d8t8lvoice utility br08dc8Sls 8S troops In boIh Ch/8p8s end GU8t8me1e and Iess-b8dly gov8m8d but
8qU1I1yn8lion811st T8besc:o end YUC8t8n. Unless pr8Sldenl led/no end Interior Minister Moctezum.
get very _r. very quIcIdy,lhey een.1IpIId M8y8n refugees In such C8nl8fS 8S TIju8n8. Mexico 8nd
Los Angeles to r8Ise h8voc with their c:omputers 8nd modems In wha' win prove the workb first
r.voIutIon largely fought on thr InI8m8t sysI8m.

StMInIl Frante Segundo 8CtIvtsb brtsed In Tlfu8ne. B.C.N with visas permtalng them to cross
to S8n DIego. C8ll1om18 h8v8 8sked our phll8l8llc consubnl. .l8y Murley of S8n Dl8go 921e-..106
to hIIndle 811CSL requests.

In turn. he urges DX dubs to count ChI8pes Llbre 8nd Meyen GUII18m8I8 fe opposed to
Hlspenlc GU8t8me1e City. 8Ic} 85 MpIIf1Ite reception countrtes There are no IIfI18I8ur f8d1o
prospects 8nt1cipeled fapproved In TquaM Centro, BC.N.. Mexico 1116195}

"

I

The above item from the Feb ASWLC bulletin. There is suppose to be a BCR out

let. All you older IRCA members check the person who is handling the 051.'s.

The mis-spelled words belong to ASWLC PUbo/'7
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Eastern DX Forum
Richard C. Evans
P.O. Box 21883

Milwaukee, WI 53221-0883
Phone: 414-ATlantic 2-9035

u ..0- -- ..---.---.---.---..----..----

DEADLINES: 3/11, 3/25,4/8, 4/29, 5/27, 7/1, 7/29.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

Mike Hardester, 3118 Gaitway Ct., Jacksonville, North Carolina 28546-6973
Internet: Mike.Hardester@ZAPBBS.COM HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, IRCA,

and Best Wishes for Many Hore Years!! As is the custom, a re~ntroduction
is ~n order. At 45, I'm married, and have a daughter almost on her way
to college. I've been an IRCA member since 1969, having entered th~s
fantasUc hobby of ours in 1968. At present, I have an ICOM R-70' (~n
need of repa~rs), and SONY 2010 (stand-by). Also, I use a Rad~o West 22"
Ferr~te Loop which has assisted in some most welcome logs, ~nclud~ng the
HCJB test last December.

Karl J. Zuk,154 Old Post Road North, Croton-on-Hudson,New York 10520-1932
Happy ann~versary, IRCA! Now 41 years old, I have served as IRC'"

President and editor of EDXR, and have been with the club since 198i. By
day, I am a broadcast engineer for ABC Televis~on in New York City; and a
writer for Monitor~ng T~.es. I .am a casual med~um wave DXer, not really
concerned about OSLs and career logging totals. I keep a logbook of
stat~ons I find interesting, and OSL pirate and other oddball stations.
Out of the hundreds of stations I have heard, I lIay have a dozen OSL

letters- I use an R-390A/URR with a very long wire strung from tree to
tree, and a ground system for the long haul stuff. I also use a GE
Superadio, but my favorite sets of all are ay "All-American Fives" and ay
analog Delco car radios. I've been using a five tube GE Hodel 400 (circa
1949), found discarded on a roadside in upstate New York. After a
complete restoration, it has beco- my primary receiver. I couple my
outdoor antennae and ground to it with a holle made racetrack coil that
greatly resembles its built in loop antenna. W~th it, I can phase out
signals and catch more OX than you would ever believe! I listen for fun,
especially enjoying the stations that still play music. One favorite is

the Saturday Night Jamboree on WWVA, Wheeling, West Virgin~a on 1170 kcs.
1 have been enJoying this country aus~c show s~nce 1 was about 3 years
old, listening on a two transistor radio ~n the Berkshire mountains of
Massachusetts on summer vacation. back then, the show would be followed

by endless amounts of bluegrass music that cont~nued deep ~nto the night.

It was corny as Kansas in August! The rad~o was our only link to
civil~zation, and after the local stat~on, WHNB (now WNAW) s~gned off at

dusk, you had no cho~ce but to string out your antenna w~re and hope for
the exot~c. I also loved Top 40 on WKBW, WOWO, and CKLW. That feel~ng
of fun has never left lie, and I enJoy AM radio more than ever. It
doesn't picket -fence like FM, and can be heard ~n basements and other
foreboding places. It travels for thousands of miles, and can be p~cked
up w~th the s1mplest of equ~pment. If 1 can p1ck up Canada on a crystal
rad10, anyth1ng 1S possible! By wr1t1ng, word-ot-mouth, and free hand-
outs, I have tr1ed to promote the hobby of DX1ng; to share the fun w1th
the rest ot the world. I encourage you to do the same! Congratulat10ns
to a wonderful group ot people: You!

R~chard w. Turner, 286 Hixville Road, North Dartmouth,Massachusetts 02747
Hello everyone. Thought 1 would check ~n w1th a qu'~k

1ntroduct10n. I'm forty years old, married with no children, and WO~A as

\\



a shoe salesman for JC Penney In nearby Taup:on. HA. I was once a member
of bott. the NRC and the IRCA ba-:;' In the late 70s and early 80s, but

dr 1£ ted away. Back In D0cember. I caught the bug agaIn and decIded tc.

reJoIn. : currently am usIng a RadIo Shack STA-785, a DX-390 and an old
TRF wp~ch was the only thIng to have survIved from fIfteen years ago
CombIned wIth a Select-A-Tenna Loop. I hope to get back Into the swIng of

thIngs soon. For those of you who are Interested. my telephone number IS
508-996=2948 (no collect calls. please). and my [-mall address IS
DUAH32B. 73s de RIck.

John J. RleQer. 801 Sherman Avenue. South Hilwaukee, WIsconsIn 53172
Well, tIme for a long overdue re-lntro. I'm 41 and started DX' Ing

In 1967. I drIve for HIlwaukee County Transit, though dealIng with the

publIc has taken a toll on me. hi! Back in 1967, I could remember makIng
lIsts of the Top 40 statIons I heard. I can still remember Jack
Armstrong on 1100-WKYC Cleveland. I can still remember the excItement
the fIrst time I heard NY or Canada! Dack then 920-WOKY and 1340-WRIT

were the Top 40 giants In Hilwaukee. Through the years, I've added a few
other hobbles includIng travellIng, collectIng beer cans, record sc' s,

Jingles. aIr checks, and bus skeds from other cities. but DX'lng has
always been 'I! Without a doubt, the dumbest thing I ever did was throw
250+ OSL cards/letters and years of WOKY/WRIT sc's which had been
collected weekly for years! I thought I had outgrown the hobby, and
hobbles were for kids! Not-hi! Luckily I never threw the logbooks out.
As the years went by, radio has always fascinated 8e. Hy shack consIsts
of 9 radios with the newest being a Drake SW8, Yaesu FRG 100 plus an HFJ
9598 antenna tuner/preamp and KIWA loop. I hadn't bought a new receiver
sInce 1982. BuYIng a house in 1985 took a little saving, hi! Hy hope
for the future is that AH and FH radIo are not replaced by satellite
dIshes. So much of the locality of radIo is gone! Also, I want to thank

everyone who puts anythIng into the IRCA, It is an EXCELLENT club and I
apprecIate your efforts. You go through a lot of sacrifIce. Also, it's
nIce seeIng some new names lately. Good luck & 73's to all!

~

~

Ernest Cooper, 5 Anthony Street, Provlncetown, Hassachusetts 02657
It was a lIttle over 62 years ago that I began In the grand old

hobby, DXlng. Hy first-ever verie was a v/q from WFIW-940, Hopkinsville,
KY, and the second one was from the then 50-watt WEXL, Royal Oak, HI. I
DXed from Brooklyn, NY where I was born until 12/16/74 when I retired
(early) and moved here to ProvInce town hand lived happily ever afterh. I
thought it might be of some interest for me to describe NY radio In the
30s. In those days, WHVA & WNYC shared time on 570. NY's principal
stations were WEAF-660 NBC Red network, WOR- 710, WJZ-760 NBC Blue, &
WADC-860 CBS. On 810 was WPCH, a limited time station, owne~ by WHCA.
The hassle between WHCA and WNYC was solved by deleting WPCH, and

assignIng WNYC to 810. On 940 was Jersey City's WAAT, a day tImer. Four
NY statIons shared tIme on 1010: WHN, WPAP, WRNY & WOAD. On 1100, WLWL
had two hours a day, wIth WPG, Atlantic City using the rest of the day.
WOV was day tImer on 1130, as was WGBS, later WINS, on 1180. On then
graveyard channel 1210, sharIng tIme was WGNN, WFAS & WJBI, Rec Bank, NJ.
On 1250 were Newark's WAAH & WGCP, and Paterson's WODA. On 1300 were
WFAB, WHAP & WBDle Then on 1350 were four sharing time: W::DA, WKBO.
WBNY & WHSG. WKBO eventually was sold to the Pillar of Fl'e who put
WAWZ, Zaraphath. NJ on the air. Brooklyn had four statIon: on 1400:
WBBC, WCGU, WLTH & WSGH, the latter later becomIngWFOX, then ~CFW. 1450
was a NJ channel wIth WNJ Newark, WHOH Jersey CIty, WBHS Hacke~sack, and
Wl8S ElIzabeth. On GY channel 1500 we had WWRL, WHIL, WHBO, and WCLB,
the fIrst beIng In Woodside, the next two In Brooklyn, and WC~B In Long
Beach. That was a long tIme ago. and it'5 possible I may hav.. left one
or two out, or confused some of the foregoIng. It wa5 a dIstant female
relatIve who clued me In on sendIng for verificatIons. I JoIned the
Globe CIrcler's DX Club in the mid-30s. and the NRC In 1939. All my 4472
BCB ver les were logged In my resIdence. I did not start over when I
moved to Provlncetown. It would have meant re-verlfYlng a whole bunch of
statIons. And I stIll get a thrill out of each new catch! And I filled
a life-long ambItIon by becomIng a broadcaster here on WOHR! Forward-
Harch!
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TIm Noonan, 4609 Crescent Road, Apt 5, Hadison, Wisconsin 53711-4672
tnoonan@macc.wlsc.edu Happy bIrthday IRC"'! It's tIme for a

relntro. I'm 34, marrIed for 6 1/2 years to Jill, no kids yet, and in
the last stages of a dIssertatIon in musIcology at the UnIversIty of
Wlsconsln. I have been a OXer and radio fan contInuously since 1973,
though I started in the hobby in 1969 and 1970. I OX maInly wIth a Drake
SW-4A, purchased in 1974, with a Radio West loop, WhICh I bought In 1980.
MIlwaukee is my home town, and I OXed from there until 1989 when we moved
to MadIson. Then I started my BCB totals over, and I am up to 517 here
(not counting call letter changes). ThIS past fall, especIally November,
was very productIve; a few highlights: '500 in KXXX-790, a clear 10 from
WQIS-a90 In the null of WLS, and a new state In KCKN-I020, WhICh has
Slnce verifIed. I have OgLed about 440 BCB stations--that total carried
over when we moved. I was thrilIed to receive a OSL from WVWI -1000,
especIally because my report was quite sketchy (though I did get a
posItIve 10). Lately, I send reports maInly to OX tests. My reports to
regular service broadcasts have YIelded fewer responses. Well, enough
from me. When you DX, remember to support IRCA's great editors!

S.O. Warren, 1026 CR 64 N, New Albany, Hississippi 39652
Happy AnnIversary, IRC"'! It's that time agaln. Time to let

everyone know a little about ourselves and remember the good ole' days of
DXing. For a brief re-intro, I'm 47 years old and have been a BCB and TV
OXer since the late 50's and FM and SW DXer since the mid 60's. BCB
totals are approxlmately 2100 heard from 45 states, 9 provinces and 45
countries. Have verified 14 states and 2 provinces. Since I have always
lIved in north Hississippi, I don't know what DXing was like in other
areas in the 50's, 60's or 70's, but DXing has really changed here in HS
since the 60's. In the 60's, SM and HH SF's allowed dlstant stations to
be heard on open or fairly open channels. Hearing 5 kwers from CA was
easier then than their 50 kw stations are now. ET's and DX Tests could
be heard from most of the U.S. in the clear. It was even possible to
hear Australia and New Zealand if cx were right. Back then I had never
heard about DX clubs, loops, longwires, or verification cards but DXing
was still enjoyable and much simpler than it is today. The maln
difference today lS interference. SH and HM SF's are hlstory. ET's are
usually from a nearby state. When I first joined IRCA in 1983, I felt
like the best days of BCB DXing were gone. I was surprised that so many
people were still interested in BCB DX with so much congestion on the
band. I realize now that it's still possible to be a successful BCB DXer
but it's not as easy today. It takes better equipment and a knowledge of
what can be heard. Being a member of IRCA is very important. Knowing
what stations are being heard ln a neighboring state can add new stations
to the log book. DX Tests make very tough statIons cut thru the
lnterference. BCB DXing is still alive and IRCA is doing its part to
keep it that way. With stations moving to the expanded band, perhaps we
will someday look back and say "Back ln '95, I could hear stations from
California with 1,000 watts. Now those were the good ole' days". 73
from north MlssisSlppi.

Rick Evans, 4841 South 26th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53221-2937
Well, it's been a very interestln9 year for me, malnly due to non-OX

activitles. I jolOed IRCA in Harch, 1965 and NRC 10 July, 1965. Back
then, I was a 19 year old kid. Now, I'm about to turn 50, with a 24 year
old son of my own. Where does the tlme fly, hl. I've been mostly
Involved in IRCA as an editor (CDXR 1970-73 and 1975-78, plus EOXF Slnce
1981). I served as club president 1973-77, and several different stInts
on the BoD, the latest beIng the current term. I started DXlng ln
MIchIgan ln the early 1960's, moved to Indiana ln 1966, back to MIchlgan
In 1974, out to the Philadelphla (PA) area ln 1978, and out here ln
WlsconSln (two locatlons) ln 1987. I've kept a different log at each
locatIon, and have a combIned log showIng a cumulatIve lIst overall, but
that's a few years behInd now. My best locatIon was Gary, Ind/New
Buffalo, Mich from 5/1/66 to 3/31/78 when I heard about 1335 statIons A
few have been added as new stations have come on the aIr, and I caught
them on the car radIO passIng thru the area. I have been fairly InactIve
for the past 18 months here, SInce the Milwaukee area fellowshIP group of
Transport for ChrIst was formed In Sept., 1993. It's an InternatIonal
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mlnlstry to truck drivers WhlCh I've been famillar wlth for about 30
years, but wi th the group In thlS area, I flnd myself get t lng more and
more act 1ve ln it, to the polnt where I am now golng down to a mobi le
chapel south of Rockford, III to conduct church serv1ces every couple of
months as a volunteer chapla1n. The dec1s1on has Just been made to
explore the possibility of goln9 full-t1me w1th them as a chapla1n, WhlCh
would lead to a move from Milwaukee in a year or so. At least until
then, I plan to rema1n as EDXF editor even if I am not do1ng a lot of
DX1ng. I still enJoy the hobby and plan to stay w1th it wherever I lanc.
IRCA is 31 years old this month, may 1t Ilve to be 62, h1. 73.

IRCA BOOKSTORE

!RCA AM-FM Almanac, 5th Edition 1991 Updaters are also available from the IRCA Bookstore'

Updater 5.1 - Almanac index, AM slogans Updater 5.2 - Satellite Music Network, Unistar/
Transtar, talk updates, BRN, 1991 Baseball Updater 5.3 -updated NFL and college football,NHL
Hockey, 530/1610 TlSlHighway Radio update, Rush Limbaugh Updater 54 - updated NBA and
college basketball, ABC-AP-UPI-USA netWork lists, ESPN-SEN spans talk lists, Canadian Music
networks and more Updater 5.5 - 1992 baseball, Spanish netWOrks, Interstate Racho Network and
AM Slogan list updates

Each !RCA AM-FM Almanac, 5th Edition 1991 Updater is 20 pages Price $200 US and Canada,
$3.00 elsewhere

(NOTE. IRCA Almanac (third and fourth edations) are still available for $5.00 (overseas airmail
add $2.50)}

A DXers TECHNICAL GUIDE
Now in its 2nd edation. this 120 page book answers questions on receiver and antenna ttleory (how to
improve their performance), how aucho filters and loop antettnaS can improve OX (and hints on then
construction), how to build a beverage and phasmg unit, and much more Only $5.50 for !RCAlNRC
members, $6.50 for non-members (overseas airmail add $2.50)

IRCAMexican Log, 3rd Edition
After months of preparation, !RCA has published the 1994 edition ofthe !RCA Mexican Log The log
lists all AM stations in Mexico by frequency, includmg call leners, state, cny, day/nigh! power,
slogans,schedulein UTC/GMT,formats,networksandnotes In addition,stations that have changed
frequency since 1990 are cross-referenced on the old frequency. The call letter mdex gives call,
frequency, city and state The city index (listed by state, then city) includes frequency. call and
day/night power The log has been completely updated from the 1990 edition and carefully
cross-checked by !RCA members in Mexico and the US This will be an indispensable reference for
anyone who hears Mexican radio stations Size is 8 1/2" x 11" and three hole punched for easy
binding (optional) Prices IRCAlNRC members - $600 (US/CanadalMexico/seamail), S7 00 (rest of
the Americas airmail), S7.50 (Europe/Asia airmail), $8.00 (Australla/New Zealand 8Irmail)
Non-members add S200 to the above prices

An Introduction to Broadcast Band DXing
This tri-folded brochure is ideal for explaining the Broadcast Band OXing hobby and the (RCA It can
be included with reception repons and gIven to other mterested folks Sub topics include "What is
OXingQ". "Broadcasting's early vears," "The first OXers," "Clubs helped listeners share." "Our hobb\'
today" and "OX clubs slill mute listeners" It IS twO color printed on heavy stOck Puce IS
SO35/brochure (US and Canada). Sloo (rest of the world) Mirumum order is 10

To order anv of the above items trom the IRCA Bookstore, send the correcl amount tin US funds) to

IRCABookstore, 9705 Mary N.W., Seattle, WA 98117-2334, Thank you!
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SI (j'J{T,1{S
Stephen S, Howe
9 Warner Drive
SI. Albans, VT 05478-1575
showe@moose.uvm.edu

Mv deadline is the last ~ 01 the month, unless indicated otherwise,

WHEN the reply came'

L =Letter; Q =QSI. card; P =Prepared card supplied bv DX.,,; R =DXers letter returned
with statement; F =Verification bv FAX; M =Coverage map' B =Bumper or other sticker;
be = Business card; + =Extra goodies

Number of days elapsed; 1 =Follow-up; n =Return postage DIll used; r =Return postage
returned

"'for this re£.ortJ =s.-e comment below

WHAT was receIVed'

NOTES

Randv indicates that the address he reported for Radio Paradise/TBN (SI. !(jtts) on 830 kHz is the address he sent his
report to and the address prInted on TBN's return envelope; the QSI. card shows the usual TBN address of Box A, Santa
Ana CA 9271], however, This column was prepared on 2/24/95 Happy Anniversary. IRCA' 73, SSH

-v'\..J

t'

Contributof'
EB Ene Bueneman, 63] Coaehway Lane. Hazelwood, MO 63042-1347
SSH Your editor

GVJ Garv V )aeIL<on,7735 Center Parkway, SacramentoCA 95823
TJR Thomas J ReISer, 9506 S Wmchester, Apt 205. Chicago II. 60643-1109; reisert@prainenet.org
MS Mike Sanburn, POBox 1256, Bellllower CA 90707
RS Randy Stewart, 4225 W La Casa, Sprinlield MO 65802-56]5

WQ QUJ. NAME and TITLE AOORE55 lYl:!.AI miQ

580 WIBW Ed O'Donnell, CE/OpsM/PD Box 119 QB 21 TJR

Topeka KS 66601
595 Fred White, Aerrech Dominica Broadcasting Corp L 36 GVJ

Victoria St
Roseau, Commonwealth of Dominica

700 CKRD ElesM Talma, Recep POBox 5700 LB+ 200 GVJ
Red Deer AB T4N 6V5

830 KPLS Bruce Barker, PD 1592-1 N Batavia St Lbe+ 365 MS

Orange CA 92667
R Paradise TBN Engineering Dept Q 14 R5

2442 Michelle Dr
Tustin CA 92680"

873 R Mayak Mrs Eugenia Stepanova The Voice of Russia World Service L+ 45 GV)

Letters Dept, 113326
Moscow Russia

885 ZJB Claude Hogan, InloOfI Radio Montserrat L 2] GVJ
POBox 51

Plymouth, Mont5emtt, BWI
910 WSUI Dennis Reese The Univ of Iowa, Broadcasting Sl>rv Q+ 21 T)R

3300 Engmeering Bldg
Iowa City IA 52242-1597

950 wrIT Stan Thomas, GM POBox i6924 be MS

Greensboro NC 27416
1000 WVWI Rick Ricardo, DirOps POBox 5678 L 7 EB

Charlotte Amalie, St Thomas
USVI 00803-5678

1080 KSCO Dave Jackson, TechDir 2300 Portola Dr LMBbe 7 MS

Santa Cruz CA 95062
1090 KTNS Larry W Gamble, GM 40356 Oak Pkwy, POBox 1912 LBbe 8 MS

Oakhurst CA 93644

1300 WNQM Adam W Lock Sr, OpsMgr 1300 WWCR Ave LB+ 47 SSH

Nashville TN 37218
]340 KTIK Jefl Caves, GM 5257 Falrview Ave Suite 250 Lbe 11 MS

BoISe ID 83706



ISPORT.~,

,0' " ,; IRCAI
Dale Park
Box 22778

Honolulu HI96823.2778

I am'l gonna DX like dal. am'l gonna DX like dal...Heard about IhlS new leaguc" Wcll. It plavs onlv -II;games.
Ie" than some jUnHIf leagues. II has two conferences. with no mler-conlcrence pla\ unlil Ihc Icaj!uc
championship. for somethmg call the Stanley Cup. Hi. there. Yup. the NHL is back. and I hope I got 'cm In
the meantime. you can fill 10thc gap with contnbullons. likc these fine people have...
PLA YERS OF THE WEEK: Eric Buenemann. MO: OX Mollitor: M Strut lol/""'/: UMI Blc EI}l11IHawlhook
1994-95: Popular CmnIllUlI;<'at;lJIIS;SROS Radio Ad"/'rI;s;lI}I Sul/ra: vanous newspapers.
UNIVERSAL SYMBOLS: Flagship stations are hiKhlillhted. (=) AM-FM simulcast. 1+1Relays another AM.
(") Daynmer. \11)Daynmer with Rlghnime permit. (!) Under IOUwatts at night. (Pi Panial schedule: dates
unknown. (w) Weekends (Sats.lSuns.1 only. (hI Home games only (SI In AM stereo Others explamed
below.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
U. of Colorado BUFFALOES (viaUMI)
590 KCSJ-CO 740 KTWK-CO 1iQ ~

1410 KCOL-CO

1170 KJOC-IA
1250 KCFI-IA

1320 KMAQ-IA
1370 KLBA-IA

-FM-
95.7 KQWC-IA 103.1 KLKK-IA 105.9 KTLB-IA

101.1 KXIA-IA 104.9bKLMJ-IA 107.1 KCCQ-IA
101.7 KDLS-IA " KDSN-IA

SYNDICATOR: Diamond-Learfield. NOTES: (a) Fonnerly KOAK-AM/FM. (b) Fonnerly KWGG.FM.

U. of Kansas JAYHAWKS (via UMI) UNAVAILABLE
690 KGGF-KS 2iQ$ KMBZ-MO 1320 KLWN=KS 1420 KJCK-KS 1540 nKLKC=KS
730 !KLOE-KS 1240 KIUL-KS 1390 !KNCK-KS 1440 KMAJ=KS 1550 !KKLE=KS
860 KKOW-KS 1280 KSOK-KS 1410 KQAM=KS 1450 KWBW-KS 1600 !KMDO-KS

1290 KWLS-KS 1470 KYUU-KS

FM:

Iowa SU CYCLONES (via UMI)
540 KWMT-IA 950 KOEL-IA
600$ WMT--IA 1080a*KCS1=IA
iiQ XIOA-XA 1130 *KILJ-IA

92.9 KIDA-IA
95.3aKCS1=IA

93.5 KLKC=KS 98.5 KSAJ-KS
"aKWME=KS 99.3 KIKS-KS

95.9 KQNS-KS 100.3 KQLS-KS
NOTES: (a) Listed as KZED-FM by media guide.

Kansas SU WILDCATS (via UMI)
~ WIBW-KS 1150 KSAL-KS
690 KGGF-KS 1190 *KVSV-KS
860 KKOW-KS 1270 rKSCB-KS
990 !KRSL=KS 1320 pKLWN-KS

1030 KBUF-KS 1340 KNHN-KS

-FM-
100.7 KHOK-KS
101.1 KFNF-KS

KPHN+KS
13 50$ !KMAN=KS

1390 !KNCK=KS
1400 KVOE-KS

-FM-
95.9 KCAY=KS

96.7 KQDF-KS
98.1 KYBD-KS

1450$ KGRE-CO

107.9 KBKL-CO

1380 KCIM-IA
1430 !KASI=IA
1470 KKSC-IA

101.7 KEGS-KS
103.1 KNDY-KS
103.7 KEYN=KS

" $ KAYS-KS
1420 KJCK=KS
,. KULY-KS

1460 !KKOY=KS
1480 KZSN-KS

92.1 KMZA-KS
92 .5 KQMA=KS
93.5 KWME=KS

94.5 KJCK=KS
94.5 KSKL-KS
95.3 KSNP-KS

.. KCKS=KS
SYNDICATOR. Stauffer CommunIcatIons/Kansas Infonnation Network.
NOTES: t+) Relays 1340 KNHI\. lal Formerly KVNV-FM. (r) May be under 100 walls al niFhl.

100.9 KCLY-KS
101.5 KMKF=KS
102.5 KKC1-KS
103.9 KNZA-KS

U. of Mississippi REBELS (direct)
570$ WVMI-MS 1140 *WAKK-MS
580 WELO-MS 1230 WSSO-MS
620$ WJDS-MS 1240 WWZQ-MS

1270 nWLSM-MS
1290 n~rrYL-MS

-Fl\t-
~ WOLJ-MS 94.3 WXRZ-MS 95.3 WAFM-MS.. ~ITRC-MS 99.1 WYMX-MS

SYNDICATOR: MISsisSIppi NetworlJfeleSoulh Communlcallons In..

UNAVAILABLE
1490 KBKS-CO

UNAVAILABLE
1580 !KCHA-IA
1590 KWBG-IA
1600 KLGA-IA

107.3 KIOW-IA
107.7 KICD-IA

105.9 KLZR=KS
106.7 KFXX-KS
107.7 KMAJ=KS

UNAVAILABLE
1490 KKAN=KS
1510 *KANS-KS
1530 *KONK=KS
1550 !KKLE=KS
1590 KVGB-KS

105.5 KKOY=K~

106.1 KSKU-K~

106. 7aKOWK=K~

David Kellum, Stan Sandron
1320 !WRJV1-MS 1450$ ~]CJU-MS
1400 ~IJV1F-MS \"lMGP-MS
1430 WNVIZ-TlI 1490 WHOC-liS

101.1 WBBV-MS 10::.3 \'iIQQ-MS
WKZU-MS

7.,1



U. of Missouri TIGERS (via UMI)
560 KWTO-MO 900 KFAL-MO
680 KFEQ-MO 930 KWOC-MO
750 *,:JEL-MO 101C !KCHI=HO
800 KREI-MO 1070 KHMO-MQ
810 KCMO-MO 1120$ KMOX-MO
e30 "KBOA-MO 1150 nKRMS-MO
870"KAAN=MO 1220 !KOMC-MO

KLPW=MO

1240 K~IOS-MO
1240 KNEM-MO
1270 nKOZQ-MO
1290 !KALM-MO
1300 !KMJ.10=MO
1340$ KXEO-MO

, , KSI10-MO
-FM-

97.7 KAYQ-MO
" KFBD-MO

100,1 KRLK-MO
101,7 KLPW=MO

SYNDICATOR: Diamond-Learfield CommunicatlOnslMissounnet.
NOTES: (r) Relays 97.7 KAYQ.FM. (s) May be under 100 watts at night.

U. of Nebraska CORNHUSKERS (via UMI)
620 KMNS-IA ~$ ~ 1280 nKCNI-NE
880 KRVN-NE 1230 KHAS-NE 1310 nKGMT-NE
940 !KVSH-NE 1260 KIMB.NE 1340 KSID-NE
960 KNEB-NE

92.3rKBUG-MO
92 .7 KMAL-MO
95.1 KLGS-MO

95.3 KDKD-MO

95.5 KAAN=MO
96.7 KMEM-MO

-FM-
94.7 KtIEN-NE 96.9 KICX-NE 97.1 KELN-NE

NOTES:(.) Relays1340KSID. (a) Formerly KTTT

U. of Oklahoma SOONERS (via UMI)
710 KGNC=TX 1230 KADA-OK 1300 KAKC=OK
750 *KSEO-OK 1240$ KKAJ-OK 1320 KXOL-OK
1150$ KNED-OK " KOKL-OK 1350$rKRHD=OK
1180$ KGOL-TX 1260 KWSH-OK

1350 sKSLQ=MO
1360 !YJ1PJ"-~10
1360 nKCMG=WJ
1370 !KWRT-MO
1400 KFRU-MO

. , KJCF-MO
1420 KBTN-MO

102.9 KMMO=MO
103.9 KCHI=MO
104.5 KSLQ=MO

1380 nKWR-NE
1400 KBRB-NE

KCOW-NE

98.9 KKPR-NE

1390 KCRC-OK
1450 KGFF-OK
1470 nKVLH-OK
1490 KBIX-OK

UNAVAILABLE
1450$ WHBE-HO
. . KVoiPM-MO

1490 KDRO-HO
1520 KMPL-MO
1550$!KAPE-MO
1560 *,:TUI -MO
1590 !KMOz.-MO

104.7 KRES-MO
105.7 KXKX-MO
106.5 KCMG=MO

Kent Pavelka
KLIN-NE

1430 KRGI -NE
1450 KWBE-NE
1510a*KKOT-NE

105.5 KOCE-NE

UNAVAILABLE

~$ KOMA-OK
1570snKTAT=OK
1580 !KOKB-OK
1590 nKWEY-OK

-FM-
92.5 KPRV-OK 93.5 KRKZ-OK 97.9 KGNC=TX 99.3 KLOR-OK 105.1 KBLP-OK
"KMOD=OK 95.9 RYBE=OK 98.1aKIRQ-OK 100.1 KYFM-OK 105.5 KXXK-OK

92.7 KKBS-OK 96.7 RBEL-OR 102.3 RRHD=OR 107.5 KGND-OK
SYNDICATOR:Diamond-LearfieldCommunications.NOTES:(a)FonnerlyKKRX-FM.(s)Offtheairat presstime.

Oklahoma SU COWBOYS (via UMI)
2i2$ KRMG-OK 1050 nKKRX-OK
780$*KSPI=OK 1210$ KGYN-OK

1000 RTOK-OK 1230$ WBBZ-OK
1020 aKRAD=OK

1240 KBEL-OK
1260 KWSH-OK

1280 nKPRV-OK
1350$nKRHD-OK

-FM-
93.5 RIMY-OK 96.9 KNID-OK 100.1 KYFM-OR
93.7 RSPI=OK 99.3 KGVE-OK 101.1 KWOX-OK

NOTES: (a) Fonnerly KASR-AM/FM. (s) Off the air at press ttme.

Pennsylvania SU NITTANYLIONS (direct)
580$ WHP--PA 900 WCPA-PA 1240 WYGL-PA
590 WARM-PA 910 WSBA-PA 1270 WLBR-PA
670 nWIEZ=PA 930 WCNR-PA 1280 WHVR-PA
790 WAEB-PA 1020$ KDKA-PA 1310 !WAYC-PA
800$ WCHA-PA 1150 !WHUN=PA 1320 WGET-PA
850$ WEEU-PA 1210$ WGMP-PA

-FM-
96.7 WFRM-PA 101.9 WAVT-PA
99.3 WPQR-PA 102.1 WOWQ-PA

101.1 WGMR-PA
SYNDICATOR: Paxson Communications/American Networks Group.

West Virginia MOUNTAINEERS (direct)

580 WCHS=WV 1190"WHYS.VA 1360$ WMOV-WV
800$ WKEE-WV 1240 ~IDNE-WV 1390 !WKLP-WV

1050 !WHSG=MD 1290 WVOW=WV 1400 WRON=WV
1340 WEPM-WV WVRC=\-N

{continued]

92.1 WSNU-PA
95.9 WMRF-PA

11'"

1380 sKMUS-OK
1400 KTMC-OK
1410 KQAM-RS

103.7 RRPT-OK
105.1aKJFK=OK

1330 !WADJ-PA
1340 WTRM-PA
1360 WPPA-PA
1390 WRSC-PA
1400 WKBI-PA

WRAK=PA

103.1 WQMU-PA
103.5 WLAK=PA

104.5 WNBT=PA

. UNA V AILABLE

1450 KWHW-OK
1470 nKVLH-OK
1490 ROKC-OK
1600 !KUSH-OK

105.7 KICM-OK
106.9 KSWR-OK

UNAVAILABLE
1430 nWVAM-PA
14 50 WPSE- PA
, , WMAJ-PA

1490 WAZL-PA
WNTJ-PA
WNBT=PA

107.1 WEXC-PA

107.9 WRAK=PA

1430$
1.iiQ
., $

1450

Jack Fleming. Woody O'Hara
WEIR-WV 1490$ ~ITCS=WV
WAJR..WV "aWPVO-WV
W'rlIS-~rv1560 nWFSP=WV
WZAC-w-,.'
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690: WJOX-AL BllmlnFham BCLLS IFla)
610SgWRFX-NC CharloH< CHECKERS IBos/lHL ChIc]
920 WMNI-OH Columbu, (OH\ CHILL Iindpil
980 WaNE-OM Da\'lOn tOH) BOMBERS IDaI/StLo)

1400 WLKK-PA Em I PAl PAJ\'THERS Ilndpt)
1400 aWKEW-NC Greensboro (;\:C) MONARCHSIAnah/Que]

790: WTAR-VA Hampton Roads ADMIRALS f\~ashl( II
1420 bWTCR-WV Hunllnglon (WV) BLIZZARD IAHL Worc]
103.3 WTCR-WV /Slmulcasl}

850 cWJAC-PA Johnslown IPAt CHIEFS IAHLHersh] Greg DeVllt"
99.1 WNOX-TN Knox\'ille(lN) CHEROKEES ILAIIHLLVIlHLPhx]. And\ Dan'
99.7 WWTN-TN Nashville KNIGHTS ITBIIHLAtl] ~..' Mark Malicr

850$hWYLT-NC RaleIgh INO ICECAPSINJ] ..- - ~ And, Youn~
92.1 troTh-VA R,chmond RENEGADES fHan) "" ;:..~;;At" Bllan Hamllron
960 dWFXR-VA Roanoke (VA) EXPRESS ISJIlHL Mmn] l!f!4T/1!~ Tim Woodburn

13.0 eWOKE-SC South Carolina STINGRAYS IBuff/Vancj(2) Dave Da\I'
10(.9 WMLO-FL Tallahassee (FL) TIGER SHARKS [IslandersllHL Den]()) K vie Schulll

95.7 iWYHK-OH Toledo STORM lDeIl] Jeff Gibbon.
100.5tWOMP-OH Wheeling (WV) THUNDERBIRDS IEdmIMont] Dave Goucher
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Ultraltnear 2~5IU~ And 2~JO5J Ampltfien

Dallas Lankford. 8 \'] 94

For about a year I have been experimenting "ith extremely high intercept
ampliUers using 2N5109 and 2~J05J bipolar junction transistors (B11's). Thes.
kinds of amplifiers. kno"n as common bas. uansformer feedback (CBTF) amplif1ers.
and also kno\lO as common base noiseless feedback (C8NF) amplifiers. if propedv

designed and used. offer 11\.' DXers (and 511 DXers. though their needs are not
as extreme as MIl DXers) amplifiers "ith exuemely 10'" levels of 2nd and Jrd
order intermodulation distortion (lHD2 and IHD3). which. in turn. offer much

higher levels of strong signal handling performance than have been available
previously. CBTf amps can provide greatly improved performance for balanced
t"o foot air core loop amps. for lo gain tuned preselector amps. for broadband
phasing system amps. and for other similar applications ",here extremelv high
2nd and 3rd order input intercepts (1CP2in and lCPJin) are needed. Appropriately
configured, a single BJT CBTf amp can have lCPJin greater than +35 dB," throughout
the MIl band and ICP2in greater than +46 dBm throughout the MIl band. With
a pair of B11 CBTF amps configured push-pull. lCP2in greater than +95 dB"
can be achieved throughout the MIl band. The purpose of this note is to summarize
m\" experiences "ith CBTf amps using 2N5109 and 2N3053 8JT' s. and to provide
enough information for other DXers to construct and use these kinds of CBNf
amps.

C8NF/C8TF amps were first described by Dr. David E. Norton in his pioneering
Hay 1975 Hicrowave Journal article. "High dynamic range transistor amplifiers
using lossless feedback. " The amplifers were patented (U.S. Patent Nos. 3.426.298;
1969. 3.624.536; 1971. and 3.891,934; 1975). which. perhaps. explains why
CBTf amps have not been "idely used in the past. According to reliable sources.
these patents have expired. However. if you decide to produce and aell such
amps. you should obtain legal counael to verify this information. In that

pioneering article. only transformer
turns ratios and corresponding amp
gains were given; no infonaation about
DC power and biassing was given; see
Fig. I at left. A theoretical circuit
analysis based on aimplifying assumptions
was given as follows. Assuming that
a co...on base 8JT amp has zero input
impedance. and infinite output impedance
(neither of which is true). and assuming
unity current gain (which is approximately
true provided the operating frequency

of the allp is well below the cutoff frequency of the BJT). a two way impedance

match to Zo will be obtained if the transf°r-er turns ratios n i :n2:n3 satisfy
the turns ratio condition I :n:m where n . m - m - I. Permiss bIe ratios
include 1:1:2. 1:5:3. l:ll:4~ 1:19:5. and so on. Also with the above simplifying
assumptions, power gain is m. Thus. a 1:1:2 amp has gain 4. or 10 log(4)
. 6.02 dB. a 1:5:3 amp has gain 9. or 9.54 dB. a 1:11:4 amp has gain 16. or
12.04 dB. a 1:19:5 amp has !.tain 25. or i).98 dB. and 80 on. The number of
turns of wire on the transformer may be varied to adjust frequency range of
the amp as long as the appropriate ratios are maintained. For example, a

1:5:3 amp may have 1:5:3. or 2:10:6, or 3:15:9 turns for nl:n2:n3 and 80 on.
The phasing dots of the transformer in Fig. 1 should be observed. A BJT CBTF
amp uses negative feedback, 50 that reversal of the phasing of the feedback
link n would provide positive feedback, which would likelv' cause the amp
to osclllate. and in anv case would change amp gain. and degrade IHD performance

and two way impedance match to ZOo

Although it was not explained in ~orton's pioneering article. th,' meaning

of the expression "a t",o ",ay impedance match to ZO" is, apparently. that if
one of these BJT CBTF amps ",orks into a load of Zo ohms real. then the input
Impedance or the amp IS 20 ohms. In other words. the input impedance or a
BJT CBTf amp is dependent on the load impedance; namely. the input impedance
is equal to the load impedance. But there is more to it than that. Th. transformer

or the B11 CBTF amp is a broadband uansformer. ",ith a frequency rang" ",hietl
depends on transformer parameters. S" the frequency ran~. for "hich a BJT
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CBTf amp provides a two way match to 2 is. presumably, n0 !(reater than the
frequency range of the transformer. A?SO, th. frequency range of a particular
transformer depends on the source and load impedances of the transiormer.

This limits the range of values of 20 for which a particular transformer wi 11
provide a two way impedance match to 20 over a given frequency range. based
on experiments and measurements with a number of transformers, I hav. found
that if the usual principles of broadband transformer design are adhered to.
then a BJT CBTf amp using 2N5109 or 21'3053 BJT's has about the same frequency

range as the transformer alone for a given 20' For many applicat ions, Zo
. 50 ohms, so the usual transformer design for 50 ohms should be used.

The two way impedance match to 20 is an ideal charactetistic of BJT CBTf
amps based on a mathematical derivation which uses simplifying assumptions
that are not true for actual common base amps, as pointed out above. Based
on measurements with several BJT CBTf amps, I have found that if such an amp

works into a load of Zo ohms real, then the input impedance tends to be about
60% to 80% of ZOo I have not attempted to determine whether a perfect match
to input impedance (using a broadband matching transformer) would increase
the lCP2in and ICP3in of these BJT CBTf amps because the intercepts are already
so high that there seems to be no need to raise them slightly higher by this
means. Also, there are other easier means to raise the intercepts higher.
For example, a 1:11:4 CBTF amp with appropriate transformer and biassing adjusted
for 20 mA collector current and with appropriate bypassing and coupling capacitors
has flat power gain of about 12 dB from about 100 KHz to beyond 30 MHz, whUe
the lCP3in is about +3B dam from 10 MHz to 30 HlIz. but falls off slowly below
10 HlIz to about +34 dBm at about 1.6 HlIz, and to about +27 dam at about 455
KHz. This decrease of lCP3in as frequency decreases seems to be normal and
due to the diode junctions of BJT's. For higher ICP3in within and belo... the
HW band, one may use a 2:11:4 transformer, which has a flat 6 dB power gain.
and lCP3in greater than +35 dam for all frequencies greater than 455 KHz.
The two way impedance match of a 2: 11:4 transformer is not perfect either,
and gives an input impedance of about 160 % of Z. For a 2: 11:4 CBTF amp
working into a 50 ohms real load. this would be ~n input impedance of about
80 ohms, which is still a reasonably good I18tch to a 50 ohms source impedance.

The example of a 2: 11: 4 CBTF amp above illustrates three of the general
principles of negative feedback, namely that (l) as negative feedback is increased,
power gain is decreased, (2) as negative feedback is increased, linearity
improves (lCP3in increases), and (3) as negative feedback is increased, input
impedance of the feedback amp is increased. An excellent discussion of negative
feedback amplifiers is contained in Chapter 17 of the book Electronic Devices
And Circuits, by J. MUlman and C. Halkias, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1967:--Ti1ere
atourth general chatacteristic of negative feedback amplifiers is discussed,
namely the tendency of amp noise to decrease as negative feedback is increased,
but 1 have not observed this characteristic in any of my experiments and measurements,
perhaps because noise from other sources obscured any noise reduction which
resulted from the highet feedback 2:11:4 CBTf amp.

My experiences with 2: 11:4 CBTF amps, as related above-, suggest that
a fertile area for future investigation may be to study the performance characteristic'
of CBTF amps with transformer turns ratios other than the ideal ratios (l: I : 2.
1: 5: 3, 1: 11: 4, and so on) originally proposed by Norron (and repeated by other
writers). for example, it appears that the turns ratios for a near-perfect

two way impedann match to 20 have yet to be determined for 2N5109 and 21'3053
BJT's, and since such amps have yet to be studied, their power gains and their
input intercept characteristics are as yet unknown. And it appears that the
only way to develop such amps, if they can be developed. is by trial and error,
I.e., by winding transformers with different turns ratios and measuring the

closeness of two way impedance match to 20' measuring amp gain, measuring
ICP2in and ICP3in for various collector currents, and S0 on. One could als0
attempt to develop a more accurate mathematical model of CBTf amps bepnning
with the usual two-porr hybrid models, but the complexity of such a project
appears to be considerable.

Relatively little information appears to have been published tegarding
biassing CBTf amps using common BJT's, such as -2N5109 and 2N3053. The I'ovember
1984 Ham Radio column, "VHF IUHF World," by Joe Reiserr. WIJR, contains the
only biassing information I have found for a 2N5109. The aame biassing was
also suggested for an NEC NE4163B transistor. Another biassing arrangement,
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one for Hotorola HRF586 BJT's, requiring +6 VDCand -6 VDCpower sources,
was discussed by J. Hakhinson in his Feb. 1993 ~ article, "A high-dynsmic-range
MF/HF receiver front end." However, the dual polarity power requirement makes
Makhinson's approach difficult to implement, and based on experiments 1 have
done, there is no improvement in linearity due to the dual polarity power
arrangement. In part 2 of his Dec. 1981 Ham Radio article, "Communications
receivers for the year 2000," Dr. Ulrich ~Rohde briefly summarized what
Dr. David Norton had already published in 1976, and gave an example (in his
Fig. 7) of an elaborate two-stage amplifier using the noiseless feedback concept.
The two-stage amp used Siemens BFT66 BJT' s, which are not widely available
in the U,S.A. Due to the complexity of that two-stage amp, and because of
the difficulty of obtaining BFT66 BJr's, it does not seem appropriate for
hobbvist or consumer grade applications at HW's and SI/'s. Another example
of carr amps was given in Rohde's Nov. 1992 ~ article, "Recent advances
in shortwave receiver design," namely, the use of an AGC controlled BFT66
CBn IF amp (Fig. 11 of his article) in a Rohde & Schwarz EK0890 communications
receiver.

Two schematics, one for the basic CBTF asp, and the other for a push-pull

allp using two matched CBTF amps, are given bel"", in Fig. 2. For HI.' band use,
Cl, C2, C3, C4, and C5 should be 0.1 or 0.2 uF, RFCl should be I mH, RFC2
may be 100 uH or greater, up to 1 mH, FB should be an Amidon ferrite bead,

type FB-IOI-64, Tl should be a Amidon FT-50-75 ferrite toroid core with nJ. I turn, n2 . 11 turns, and n3 . 4 turns 124 enameled copper wire, and the
75 material core should be wrapped with thick Teflon tape before winding the
wire turns, where the wire turns are spaced evenly around the entire circumference
of the toroid core, R2 . 1000 ohms, R3. 4700ohms,andR3 . 10 ohms for +V DC. +9 volts DC, RI should be a 100 ohm adjustable pot (l like Spectrol 25 turn
1/2 watt cermet top adjust pots in series with a 10 ohm 1/4 watt fixed resistor,
the latter to prevent frying QJ if the pot is accidentally adjusted to zero
ohms), and QI may be either a 2N5109 or 2N3053. RI is adjusted for whatever
collector current is desired (up to sbout 16 VIA if QI is not heat sinked,
and up to about 30 VIA if Ql is heat sin ked with a Mouser 567-7-120-BA heat
sink rated at 35 degrees CI-.: ther. res.). The current drain (setting of RI)
determines the amp lCP3in and lCP2in. Hore information about the relationship
between current drain and lCP3in and the relationship between current .drain
and ICP21n will be given belo...

B.a.sic

A push-pull (sometimes called balanced) CBTF amp requ] res a pair of basic
amps configured as shown above in Fig. 2. For a push-pull amp with a frequency
range of about 100 KHz to beyond 30HIIz, T2 and 13 should be Amidon FT-50-75
ferrite toroid cores, wrapped with thick Teflon tape, and ,",ound with 8 bifilar
turns of #24 enameled copper wire. The basic amps should be shielded from
each other as shown in Fig. 2; otherwise, interaction betwe.n the individual
amps may cause instability or degrade the extremely high lC1'2in which this
kind of push-pull CBTF amp is capable of achieving. It has been written in
some publications that the individual amps of a push-pull pair do not need
to be matched closely. That mayor may not be true. 1 have not expended
much effort to confirm or deny that statement. However, for all of my experiments
and measurements 1 matched the individual basic amps as close as possible

..ith hFE of the BJT's matched to within 1 digit using a DVM with an h range,
all reSlstors 2% tolerance or less, the transformers Tl wound as idenncal

as possible and with identical as possible lead lengths, T2 and T3 wound as
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identical as possibh and with as identicalas possiblelead length,-ferrite
magnetic shielded chokes for RFCI (Mouser434-02-102J) tc minimi« mutual
inductancecouplingbetween the individualbasic amps ichok.,wound on FT-SO-4}
ferrite toroid cores might have been better for this purpose, but 1 could
not detect any difference between the commercial Mouser chokes and hand-wound
toroids in prototype amps which I tested extensively), and PC board constructior:
with the individual basic amps laid out as identical as possible. Perhap'
as a result of these precautions and attention to detail. I have been able
to construc~ push-pull CBTF amps with ICP2in of about +100 dBm, which h
substantially higher than has been reported for any previous amp. and especially
for an amp with 12 dB power gain.

Because so little information was available regarding biassing, the
relationship between ICP2in and collector current, the relationship between
ICP3in and collector current. the relationship between ICP2in and frequency.
the relationship between ICP3in and frequency, and so on. I mad. extensive
studies of these issues and relationships. The results of those measurements

are given below in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3(a) shows the tendency for ICP3in to decrease as frequency decreases
within and be 10" the m: band. The biassing used then, R2 . 560 ohms and
R3 . 1800 ohms, was the first biassing 1 tried. \lith other biassing, the

relationship is different, but similar. Fig. 3(b) shows a feature of biassing:
the ratio of R2 to R2 should be kept as low as practical to obtain maximal
ICP3in with minimal collector current. R2. 1000 ohms and R3 . 4700 ohms.
which was recommended above for the basic amp of Fig. 2, provides a ratio
of about l/5. about the smallest practical ratio. For smaller ratios, adjustment
of collector current via RI becomes progressively more difficult. Also, smaller
R2/R3 ratios would likely cause thermal instability of ICP2in for the push-pull
amp, and make maximum ICP2in via adjustment of Rl difficult, if not impossible.
to obtain. Fig. 3(c) compares the relationships between ICP (2 and 3. push-pull
and basic amps) and collector current. It should be observed that for a given
511 frequency (10 MHz in this case). a "knee" occurs in the ICP curves. and that
for greater collector currents beyond this "knee." little or no increase in
ICP is obtained. But this is not the case for ICP2in at lower frequencies; see

Fig. 3(g) and Fig. 3(h). Fig. 3(d) shows that much higher ICP2in can be obtained
in the 11\.' band with a push-pull CBTF amp drawing very low collector current
(6 mA in this case) than has been reported for any other kind of amp. Such
an amp might be ideal as a two foot air core balanced MIl loop amp. The point
1 want to make here is that the +100 dBm lCP2in which can be achieved with
a push-pull CBTF amp is "overkill" for a two foot air core loop amp (unless
you want to DX in the ahadow of a 50 KW transmitting tower). and that lower
collector currents (exactly how much lower. I don't know) would be entirely
adequate for such an application. Fig. 3(e) shows how collector current varies
with RI value for a typical 2N51O9 BJT when R2 . 1000 ohms and R3 . 4700 ohms.
Typically somewhat lower Rl values are required for a 2N3053. The purpose
of this graph is to give you a starting point for adjuating collector current.
Fig. 3(t) is a sketch of TI. a negative feedback transformer wound on a toroid.
As mentioned previously, the spacing of the turns is uniform around the entire
circumference of the toroid. To get a snug fit. and to preclude the one turn
feedback link from making physical contact with the semiconductor material
of the 75 material toroid, it is helpful to use a short length of insulation
over the wire of the one turn link.

All of the graphs of Fig. 3 were developed for CBTF amps using a I: 11:4
feedback transformer. 1.e.. for 12 dB power gain CBTF amps. Similar results
may be obtained for CBTF amps with other turns ratios, but I have not made
exhausti v. studies of those cases. merely some spot measurements to determine
if the results for those other cases were similar (they were).

Don't let the myriad of variations of biassings. collector currents,
and operating frequencies dissuade you from constructing a CBTF amp or two.
Even if you don't get the amp quite optimal for your intended application,
the chances at< that your end result will be considerably better than any
other amp you have ever built. Except for the chokes (which can be ordered
from Mouser) and the toroid and ferrite bead (which can be ordered from Amidon).
the basic amp of Fig. 2 can be built entirely witb parts purchased at Radio
Sheck if you are willing to live with a less than optima] amp. Use a 100
ohm fixed resistor for RI, and use R2 . 560 ohms and R3 . 1800 ohms. All
of the required resistors are available in the resistor package Cat. No. 271-312A.

RadIo Shack also carries the 2~3053. which, with an fT of 100 MHz. is suitable
for use up to at least 30 MHz. (The 2N5109 is really anI\' necessary if you
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need to scale the amp up into the tens to hundreds of MHz range, and in that
case vou will need to replace all the capacitors with 1000 pF capacitors,
and use entirely different transformers.) "ith the above biasslOg, collector
current should be in the 14 to 16 mA range, and heat slOkinh should not be
required. As a matter of fact, I used the above biassing for all of m' early
experiments with CBTF amps, with impressive results which continually astonished
me. Al though 1 used 2N51O9' 5 instead of 210053' s, subsequent experiments
and measurements have shown that 2N3053 , s provide virtually identical performance.
I discovered the 2/0053 quite by accident one afternoon at Radio Shack while

digging through the racks looking for something else. When I spotted the
2N3053, it looked just like a 21>5109, so naturally 1 plucked One off the rack

and read the specs on the back of the package. Except for a lower fT' the
specs were very similar to a 2N5109. For all I know, the 2N3053 is a 2N5109
which failed the 1.2 GHz f

l test for a 21>5109. Anyway, I immediately bought
a few and hurried home to ry out the 2N3053 in place of 2N5109' s in amps
laying around On my work table. They were fine; same gain, same low noise,
and only slightly less collector current (and, thus, slightly lower intercepts)
for a given Rl. To get virtually identical performance to a 2N5109, one only
needed to adjust the value of RI slightly. This experience led to a curious
excursion into old transistor reference books. I was sure that I had searched
old handbooks for possible substitutes for the 2N5109 and had found none.
And indeed I had. In 1967 and 1969 RCA transistor handbooks the 2N3053 was
listed as having an f of 20 MHz. so I had concluded that it would not be
suitable above. say, To MHz. Current production 2N3053's appear to be entirely
different BJT's from the 1967/69 versions. Similarly, further research revealed
that current production 2N5109's have entirely different parameters from 1967/69
21>51O9's. This could have a bearing on why current production 2N5109's (and

2N3053' s) do not provide a near-perfect two way impedance match to 20 as discussed
above. In any case. the 2N3053 appears to be entirely adequate for use up
to at least 30 MHz. WHh 0.1 uF capadtors. the basic amp of Fig. 2 has flat
gain down to about ISO KHz, with gain falling off slowly below ISO KHz. Fat
flat gain to 100 KHz. 0.2 uF capacitors are required. I have not attempted
to extend the frequency response below 100 KHz, but I see no reason why it
could not be done. I would suggest that each eapacHor be a 0.2 uF monolithic
ceramic capacitor in parallel with a 2 uF tantalum. All of the turns of the

feedback transformer TI should be doubled, Le.. nl :n2:n3 - 2:22:8. Probably
smaller guage wire. namely 126 or 128. will have to be used. If gain falls
off above 10 KHz, try 3: 33: 12 turns. If 12 dB gain is more gain than you
need for your intended application. try the 9.5 dB gain version wHh 2:10:6
turns of 12" enameled copper wire, which should give flat gain from below
100 KHz to well above 30 MHz. A 3:15:9 turn version ahould be good down to
10 KHz (with 2 uF // 0.2 uF caps). but high frequency gain w111 begin to fall
off above IS MHz or so. For various reasons I didn't like the 6 dB gain I: 1:2
version. If a 6 dB gain CBTF amp is your cup of tea, try the 2: 11 :" version
which I discovered. It has much higher ICP3in than the "standard" I: I: 2 version
anyway.

A push-pull CBTF amp requires somewhat more careful implementation than
the basic amp. Nevertheless, the reward is well worth the effort: complete
elimination of 2nd order intermodulation distortion products if implemented
and used correctly. With the aid of a DVM, you should be able to obtain the
required ~~ or closer tolerance resistors from a Radio Shack 27J-312A package
as I did J or my initial experiments. And if memory serves me correct ly, 1

obtained "ne pair of 2N3053' s matched to within One hn digH from a batch
of five 2t3053's off a Radio Shack rack. Since you probably won't have an
intermoduj ation distortion measurement system capable of measuring 2nd order
intercep" of +80 dBm, much less +100 dBm, you probably won't be able to adjust
a push-pull CBTF amp for maximum ICP2in. However, you will still have an
amp with i~tercepts of about +80 dBm merely by matching the resistors and
2~5109' s 0'- 2N3053' s as described above. If you will order some I~ tolerance
10 ohm 1/4 watt resistors from Mouser (or your favorite supplier), you ca;)
probably do even better by trying different resistors for one and/or the other
RI resistors of the basic amp pair until you have made the collector currents
of the two basic amps as nearly equal as possible, where collector currents
are measured by measuring the voltages across the two I~ tolerance 10 ohu:
resistors R4 in each of the basic amps. Or you can simplify this adjustment
by using the 25 turn 100 ohm cermet pots recommended previously for the basic
amp of Fig. 2. In that case. one pot is set for approximately the current

drain de sHed (again, current drain is measured by measuring the voltage across 3 J



tho 10 ohm I~ tolerance resistor R4 for that amp). and then adjusting the
other pot unti] both collector currents are equal (as indicated by equal voltages
across both resistors R4). If you do have an intermodulation distortion measurement
svstem capable of measuring 2nd order intercepts in excess of +100 dBm (which
is unlikely). then you merely adjust the collector current of one of the pairs
to whatever value is desired. and while observing a 2nd order product produced
by the CBTr amp. adjust the second pot to minimize the 2nd order product.
Don't even attempt to adjust the push-pull CBTr amp in this manner unless
you are certain you know what you are doing. To the best of my knowledge.
there is no other intermodulation distortion measurement svstem than mv

own which is capable of accurately and reliably measuring 2nd order intercepts
in excess of +100 dBm.

The RI - 100 ohms. R2 - 560 ohms. R3 - 1800 ohms amps discussed above
should have collector currents of about 16 mA (32 mA total for the push-pull).

and if they do. then they will not need to be heat sinked. If you decide
to operate them at higher collector currents (say, to obtain higher ICP3in) ,
then they should be heat sinked. Hany heat sinks are not easy to use. and
some are impossible to use. The Houser 567-7-120-BA heat sink is one of the
easier heat sinks to use. but still difficult. The main problem with many
heat sinks for TO-39 cases is that the metal material of the heat sink is

not flexible enough to make it easy to mount the heat sink on the TO-39 case.
I use small screwdrivers as miniature wedges to slowly open up the Houser
heat sinks until at some point a TO-39 case can be slid into the heat sink
with the screwdriver still wedged into the top of the heat sink slot. so that
when the wedge (screwdriver) is removed. the heat sink fits tightly (snd 1
do mean tightly). 1 do not try to wedge the hest sink open in one try. but
begin with the smallest possible screwdriver. and move up through progressively
larger (but still small) screwdrivers until the condition above is achieved.
You should not pry on the hest sink with a twisting action of the screwdriver.
That will cause deep scratches and metal burs on the heat sink. which will
make it more difficult to use. and perhaps degrade its heat dissipation
characteristics. The Houser heat sink should be adequ~te for up to about 30

mA continuously. However, there reaUy is no good reason to run a CBTr amp
much above 25 mA because. as shown in Fig. 3. with appropriate biassing, the
increase in ICP3in above 25 mA is negligible. And if maximum ICP2in .is desired.
optimal collector current is in the 13 to 15 mA range. where no heat sink
is required.

I already had aeveral kinds of heat sinks on hsnd (but
not the Houser 567-7-120-BA) when 1 started operating CBTr
amps at higher collector currents (which require heat sinks).
But I did not like any of the heat sinks 1 had at the time.
mainly because they were difficult. if not impossible. to
adjust for proper tightness of fit. So initially 1 made my
own heat sinks from 0.021 inch thick copper plate, cut into
11/16 inch wide by 2.5 inch long strips. and bent into the
shape shown in Fig. 4 using the shank of a 5/16 inch drill
bit. The 0.021 copper plate was obtained from my local sheet
metal shop. lt is the standard copper plate used to make
copper gutters locally. 1 was given scrap pieces free of
charge. They would probably have cut it to the 11/16 by 2.5
size, but I did not know what size 1 wanted when 1 got the

scrap copper plate. 1 used a nibbling tool to fabricate
several sizes for testing. The 11/16 by 2.5size turned out
to be sufficient for heat sinking up to about 25 mA continuous

coUector current, and up to about 40 mA collector current for brief periods.
Wider strips may be used for continuous coUector currents above 25 mA. Tightness
of fit can be adjusted easily with finger pressure: bend the interior circle
together unti] the circle is almost closed, and it should be difficult (but
not impossible) to insert a TO-39 case by hand. Removal of a TO-39 case from
this heat sink is best done with the aid of a short piece of 3/16 inch or
1/4 inch hardwood dowel. The collectors of 2N5109's and 2N3053's are connected

cirectly to the cases, so the cases, and, consequently, the heat sinks, are
at +\' DC volts. That is one reason why tight heat sink fit is required. The
heat sink should not move around. and possibly short the DC supply. The other
reason for tight heat sink fit is to provide good thermal contact.
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DC.
The collectors of these kinds of CBTr amps should be at about +9 volts
However. with higher collector currents. a single basic amp wil] be a
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"barrery eater." If you already have a +12 volts DC supply, use dropping
resistors in series with the 10 ohm resistors 1<.. to adjust the collector voltage
to about +9 volts DC. It is not necessary to operate the collecton at exactly
+9 volts DC. Anything between about +9.0 and +9.5 volts DC is fine. Here
is an example of how to estimate the required dropping resistor. Suppose
you have a regulate 12 volt DC supply which puts out +12.1, volts with no load.
And suppose your target is a single CBTr amp drawing 21 mA collector current.
And suppose you decide to run it a +9.1 volts DC collector vol tage. You mere ly
plug into Ohes Law (V. IR), 3.3.0.021 R, and solve for 1<, R . 3.3/0.021
. 157 ohms. The nearest common standard resistance value is 150 ohms. Reversin.
the calculation, \'&0.021 x 150 . 3.15 volts. 50 when a 150 ohm resntor is
used, if the CBTr amp is adjusted for 21 mA, the voltage drop across the 150
ohm resistor is about 3.15 volts. Theee is an additional voltage drop of
\' . 0.021 x 10 . 0.21 volts DCacross the 10 ohm resistor. so the collector
voltage for the +12.1, volts DC supply should be about 12.1, -(3.15 + 0.21)
. + 9.01, volts DC. A +12 volts DC supply is actually a better choice than
a +9 volts DC supply because the dropping resistor (150 ohms in the dIScussIon
above) improves the thermal stability of the CBTr amp (if the amp attempts
to draw more current. say, because the amp temperature rises, then the dropping
resistor drops more voltage. and the collector voltage would decrease, causing
the BJT to draw less current, cool down, and return to its previous operating

point). Also. such dropping resistors provide additional isolation of the
DC line, and high DC line isolation is important for proper operation of both
the basic amp and the push-pull amp.

The discussions above are for CSTr amps with fixed resistors for 1<1.
If you make 1<1 adjustable. with a 10 ohm fixed resistor in series with a 25
turn 100 ohm cermet pot. then you may omit the dropping resistor (150 ohms
in the discussion above) snd adjust the collector current(s) for your target
value. The DC line isolation will not be quite as high. but it should not
matter. 1 have operated CBTr amps both ways. and 1 can' t find any measurable
difference between the two approaches. Russell Scotka hIls been using a push-pull
12 dB gain (1: 11 :1,) CBTr amp which 1 sent him several weeks ago as pan of
a broadband phased antenna system he has been developing, and 1 set the amp
up for operation with a +12.0 volts DC power supply without dropping resistors.
Russ' phasing system is the one described on 'page 75 of Victor Misek's The

Bevera~e Antenna ~, Second Edition. That system uses a VN66Ar power
FET amp drawing about 90 mA current with a 12 volt DC power supply. With
the power FET amp, Russ had several IMD products (al~, apparently. 2nd order
products) . With the push-pull (dual 21'15109) CBTr amp I Bent Russ, all IIID
products completely disappeared. Russ lives in a high Rr urban M\; environment
in Margate. FL. near Miami, so 1 doubt there could be a more convincing testament
to the effectiveness of a push-pull CBTr amp than the pounding Russ exposed
it to. If memory serves me correctly, 1 set Russ' amp for about 25 mA collector
current for each of the basic amps of the push-pull pair. 1. e.. for a total
current drain of about 50 IDA. This illustrates an important feature of CBTr
amps: you get higher intercepts with rather modest current drains compared
to other approaches. Actually. this is not a fair compariaon because the
power FET amp in Misek's original circuit is not push-pull. and the residual
IIID experienced with the power FET amp is, apparently. 2nd order. However,
a push-pull version of Misek's amp would require two power FET amps, with
a total current drain of about 180 IDA. 50 a push-pull CBTr amp is clearly
a better choice for this application based on current drain considerations
alone. Also, it is unknown whether a push-pull VN66AF power FET amp would
have similar intercepts to a push-pull CBTr amp with the p-p-p FET amp drawing
180 IDA.

A free-hand sketch of the bottom view of a PC board layout for a push-pull

CBTf amp is shown below in Fig. 5. The sketch was drawn enlarged by 1.5625
so that when Fig. 5 is reduced by 0.61, it will be more-or-less exact size.
The sketch in Fig. 5 was also drawn enlarged because it would have been impossible
for me to produce an exact size drawing. 1 produced the PC board with RadIo
Shack dry-transfers and resist pen. The current dry-transfers available at
Radio Shack are virtually useless; they don't stick well, they split, and
the\' tend to wash off while the board is being etched. But if you are determIned.
like me, you can use them. I should explain certain peculiar features of
the PC board layout, namely the unused pads. Some of the unused pads are
for paralleling bypass and coupling/blocking capacitors. It is sometimes
difficult to obtain monolithic ceramic capacitors with values larger than
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O. I uf. so I allowed for paralleling 0.1 uf capacitors to obtain the required
0.2 uf capacitors for flat gain to 100 KHz. I was also unsure if I should
parallel 0.2 and 0.00~7 uf capacitors for better bypassing and coupling from
100 KHz to beyond 30 MHz (t.e., to maximize the broadband frequency range).
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I alsowanted the option of having the collector currents adjustable with
Spectrol, 1/2 watt. cermet, vertica., top adjust. 25 turn pots, or fixed (without
the Spectrol pots, with fixed I/~Wltt resistors). And finally, 1 wanted
the option of making the input or o"tput push-pull (for example. to interface
the push-pull amp directly with a Hen foot balanced air core loop, or to interface
the amp directly with other balancE< devices. such as noise reducing antennas.
or receivers like the R-390A and HQ-180A with balanced inputs). So you will
notice that either the input or output (or both) can be "floated" by removing
the ground jumper(s) , and that either side of the input and output transformers
roa'" be ",rounded. There are also several dark dots which denote holes drilled
in the ground plane for ground pins or chassis tie points, and two for resistor
ground points if the 25 turn pots are not used (which enable one to obtain
non-standard resistance values by paralleling standard values). The cut-out
along the center of the PC board is for a 1. 75 inch long by 1. 75 inch high
rectangle of double sided 1/16 thich PC board which is required as a ground
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plane barrier between the two baslc amps of the push-pull .pair. The slot
may be cut out with a thin emory grinder attachment of a Dremel tool. or l.I1th
a miniature hack sa" (in the latter case the slot will have to be started

from one end. and the ground path at that end should be re-established "'ith
a heavy duty jumper).

If you don't like to or don't want to etch a PC board, you may use the
Hayward 6 Hayward "ugly weekender" method to build the push-pull amp. Generally,
the "ugly weekender" method involves using high megohm resistors as insulated
standoffs (I use 4.7 meg ohm or higher). You can tack-solder the resistors
directly to the copper foil of a piece of PC board, as they did, in which
case the copper foil will face up towards the components. Or you can drill
holes in the unetched PC board, stick resistor leads through the holes, bend
the leads so that the bases of the resistors are flush against the insulated
PC board material. and solder the resistor leads, as I do. The unetched PC
board provides an excellent ground plane for the circuit. and circuits constructed
by this method work well up into the GHz range when RF is routed with miniature
hard line coax. You will need a somewhat larger piece of PC board, say 3
inches by 3 inches, and the ground plane barrier between the two basic amps
of the push-pull pair will need to be a bit higher, say 3 inches. As a matter
of fact, the first push-pull CBTF amp I built with soldered connections used
the "ugly weekender" method of construction, and that amp is currently performing
flawlessly in Russell Skotka' s broadband phased antenna system. I did not
use the Spectral pots in that version, but selected fixed resistor values

by hand (using a DVM) to match the colelctor currents in the two basic amps
of the push-pull pair.

At higher frequencies. CBTF amps can be IUde much smaller using surface
mount components because much smaller input, output. and feedback transformers
are feasible at higher frequencies. For example. I have built a basic CBTF
amp which is about) inch square to replace the 45 KIIz 1&t IF amp in mv Drake
RB with ICP3in of about +30 dBm at 45 HIIz and about 16 IDA colle star current.

The amp is a key ingredient in a mod which significantly improves the RB dynamic
range, and is described in my recent article. "Drake R8: Increased Dynamic
Range, Mod 2," which should appear soon in DX News and DX Monitor. It is
really not worth the effort to use surface mounrcomponents in the 100 KHz- 30 MHz amp described above because the transformers, chokes. and BJT's take
up most of the space.

Another application of CBTF amps, already mentioned above. is to broadband
phased wire antenna aystems. As pointed out above, Victor Misek's phasing
circuit is greatly improved when the original power FET amp is replaced with
a push-pull CBTF amp. Other phasing approaches which require amps, such as
Gerry Thomas' (1985 DX News) "Phase One" delay line circuit (adapted from

John lIebb' s SII circuit described in Oct. 1982 ~, and recently revived by
Mark Connelly in his article, "DL-) Delay Line Phasing Unit," DX News, Vol.
61. No. 26, May 23,1994), may also provide much improved perf-;;-rmar;c--. when
a push-pull CBTF amp is used. Mark recoDDDended against using an amplifier
with a delay line phasing circuit in a high RF urban environment, and mentioned
amplifier outputs of +20 dBm for strong local stations. But such high outputs
are impossible with a 12 dB gain push-pull CBTF amp, reasonable length wire
antennas (say, 100 feet long or less), and a phasing citcuit (which introduces
loss). assuming that the listening location is a reasonable distance away
from a 50 K\I transmitting tower. I'd say that if you have -10 dBm on your
antenna, then ei ther your antenna is too long, or you live too close to the
transmitting tower. My 1 KI.' super-local KRUS puts about -21 dbm on my WHe
antennas, so that with a 12 dB gain amp, I am looking at about -9 dbm. Howevu,
I would not use the 12 dB gain amp unless I had about 12 db loss in mv phasinb
system. Broadband amps, even ultral1near broadband amps, should only provide
enough gain to make up loss, no mate. The correct way to use a broadband
amp with a phasing circuit is to use a resistive attenuator ahead of the amp
with the attenuation selected to exactly equalize signal throughput. i. e.,
the amp and phasing system combined should have 0 dB gain, or at most 1 or
2 dB gain to overCOme any additional noise introduced by the amp.

TO BE CONTINUED: /
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